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ON THE EXISTENCE OF GLOBAL VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES* 
By I. M. ANDERSON and T. DUCHAMP 
1. Introduction. In studying physical phenomena one frequently 
encounters differential equations which arise from a variational principle, 
i.e. the equations are the Euler-Lagrange quations obtained from the 
fundamental (or action) integral of a problem in the calculus of variations. 
Because solutions to the Euler-Lagrange quations determine the possible 
extrema of the fundamental integral, the first step in the solution of a 
given problem in the calculus of variations is to obtain the appropriate 
Euler-Lagrange quations. This state of affairs suggests the so-called 
inverse problem, viz. does a given differential equation arise from a 
variational principle and, if so, what is the Lagrangian for that prin- 
ciple? In addition to being of intrinsic interest, this problem is relevant 
to the study of differential equations. For example, the existence of a 
variational principle frequently leads to first integrals (via Noether's 
theorem) and solutions by quadrature, it guarantees the existence of a 
well developed canonical formalism (see, e.g. Dedecker [9], Goldschmidt 
and Sternburg [11], Hermann [14] and Rund [27]), and it has important 
implications regarding the existence and bifurcation of solutions (Vain- 
berg [33], Berger [7], Rabinowitz [25]). The inverse problem also has 
applications in numerical analysis in view of the increasing popularity 
of the so-called direct methods such as the finite element method (see, 
e.g. Mitchell and Wait [22]). Finally, within the context of physical field 
theories there is considerable interest in this problem because of the 
belief that physically meaningful field equations should be Euler- 
Lagrange equations. 
In recent years various approaches to the inverse problem have 
been taken by numerous authors, e.g. Ahner and Moose [1], Aldersley 
[2], Anderson [3], Atherton and Homsy [6], Douglas [10], Havas [13], 
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Horndeski [16], Lawruk and Tulczyjew [18], Olver and Shakibar [23], 
Takens [29], Tonti [31, 32] and Vainberg [33], and the problem has 
been completely solved in a purely local context. Takens [30] and Vino- 
gradov [34] have also obtained important results with regard to the 
global inverse problem which are generalized in this paper. 
To be more specific, let us consider a submersion P M over an 
m-dimensional manifold M with n-dimensional fibers. We will denote 
the bundle of k-jets of local sections of w by xk:pk -p M. Recalll that 
for x E M the fiber (wxk) -(x) consists of equivalence classes of germs of 
local sections of xr at x; two sections s1 and s2 being equivalent if for 
some (and therefore every) chart all partial derivatives of s1 and s2 up to 
order k agree at x. Given a section s: U -+ P for U ' M open, the k-jet 
of s, written jk(S), is the section of pk over U whose value at a point 
x E U is the equivalence class determined by s in the manner described 
above. The canonical projection from k-jets to j-jets (where k > j > 0) 
is designated by wjk :pk -+ pi. Note that P0 = P. 
An adapted coordinate chart for P consists of an open set U C P 
and diffeomorphisms c0 and 4 such that the diagram 
U ~ . Rm X Rn 
X (U) fo -Rm 
commutes. The coordinate functions of 40 and X will be denoted by 
(ta) = (tl, t2, ., tm) and (ta, xi) = (tl, t2, . . ., tm, xl, x2, .. ., Xn") 
respectively. The coordinate chart (U, 40, ') of P lifts to a coordinate 
chart on the k-jet bundle pk. Indeed, if s is a section of 7r over U and 
we set 
si(ta) = Xi o s ? 00-1(ta) 
and 
arsi 
XI1 2fI 2r . =atalata2 ... atar 
I The elementary properties of jet bundles are discussed by Golubitsky and Guillemin 
[12] and Pommaret [24]. 
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for r 2 0 (with the understanding that xvl.. . = xi when r = 0), then 
the coordinates of jk(s) are ta, xi, xai, .. XI2. where r s k and 
1 S ( a2 S * * Car < m. For arbitrary values of cx, aC2 * ...,* (r 
we set xiail a2... Or= Xi{a1 a2 ... }r where {ala2 .. a* } indicates that the 
indices are to occur in increasing order of magnitude. 
In terms of this jet bundle formalism, a k-th order Lagrangian is a 
smooth mapping from pk to the bundle Amr(M)* of m forms on M such 
that irk = L o ir', where ir' is the projection mapping r': Am(M)* -+ M. 
For example, with respect to the aforementioned coordinate chart 
(U, k0, 4), a first-order Lagrangian L :Pl -+ Am(M)* assumes the form 
L = Lo(ta, xi, x i)dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm. (1.1) 
The Euler-Lagrange quation derived from L is 
E(L) = 0, (1.2) 
where E(L) is defined locally by2 
E(L) = Ei(Lo)dx' A dt1 A dt2 ... A dtm 
and 
Ei(Lo) = - Li+ d aLa 
a dtca Laxai 
Here d/dtc formally denotes total differentiation with respect to ta so 
that (1.2), when written out in detail, implies that 
F 3L0 + 2LO 2LO a2LO 
l adxi 
+ 
tadaXa 3XJ3xa a aXg?xaX a:3 
dxi A dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm = 0. 
Consequently a solution of (1.2) on U C M is a section s: U -+ P such that 
E(L) ? j2(s) = 0. 
2The summation convention by which there is an implied summation over repeated 
indices is in effect. 
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Obviously, not all second-order differential equations on P are 
Euler-Lagrange quations. However, if 
T = 0 (1.4) 
is a differential equation on P, where 
T= Tj(ta, xi, xai, xai) dxi A dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm, 
then (1.4) is locally an Euler-Lagrange equation if and only if Ti satisfies3 
dyct:Ti = dict4T1, (1.5a) 
aTi dta 2 [dif3 Tj (1.5b) 
and 
aTi ~T. d [aTj 1 d d (.c 
ax] axi dtc [ax, i dtac dt[ 
Moreover, a Lagrangian L for which T = E(L) on U is given by 
L = -Ll xiT1(ta, Xxi, XxJi, Xxi)dX ]dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm. (1.6) 
These results extend to differential equations of any order (see Theorem 
3.1) and hence, in a local context, solve the inverse problem. Since the 
Lagrangian (1.6) (and its counterpart for equations of higher order, see 
equation (3.2)) is only defined locally, there remains the problem of 
identifying the obstructions to piecing these locally defined Lagrangians 
together to obtain a globally defined Lagrangian which gives rise to (1.4) 
everywhere on P. 
Our analysis of the inverse problem is organized as follows. The 
various sheaves and cochain complexes of sheaves to be used throughout 
are introduced in section two. Naturally, these complexes involve the 
3Here ail, = a/ax,,,O' if cx = ,B and ai;t = 1/2 a/ax,,a' if a ? ,B. This convention 
eliminates the need to order the summations occurring in (1.5). 
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Euler-Lagrange operator and they enable us to formulate precisely both 
the local and the global inverse problems in the calculus of variations. 
Similar resolutions have been introduced by Horndeski [15], Olver and 
Shakibar [23], Takens [29, 30] and Vinogradov [34]. 
In section three the local inverse problem is discussed and what we 
believe to be the most straightforward solution to date is given by adapting 
the arguments of Atherton and Homsy [6], and Takens [29]. It is also 
proved that if the differential equations (1.4) are quasi-linear (i.e., T is 
linear in its second derivatives xgi), then in place of the second order 
Lagrangian (1.6) one can always explicitly find a first order Lagrangian, 
i.e. a Lagrangian of the type (1.1), such that E(L) = T. This is a par- 
ticularly significant result because both the theory and the applications 
of the calculus of variations are, by and large, concerned with first order 
variational principles. The proof of this result is based upon a somewhat 
cumbersome, but nevertheless explicit, solution of a certain overdeter- 
mined system of linear partial differential equations. 
The main results of the paper are presented and proved in section 
four, modulo the proof of exactness of a certain differential complex of 
sheafs (gk*, D). To each globally defined k-th order differential operator 
T which is locally the Euler-Lagrange operator associated to some k-th 
order Lagrangian a well-defined cohomology class 6(T) E Htm + '(P, R) is 
obtained. It is shown that T is the Euler-Lagrange operator associated 
to a globally defined k-th order Lagrangian if and only if b(T) = 0. 
Thus, if Htm + (P, R) = 0 then every differential equation on P which is 
locally an Euler-Lagrange equation actually arises from a globally defined 
Lagrangian. Should T fail to be the Euler-Lagrange operator of a k-th 
order Lagrangian, then a natural question to pose is whether T is the 
Euler-Lagrange operator of a global Lagrangian of order greater than k. 
This question is answered in the negative by proving that if T is the 
Euler-Lagrange operator of a globally defined Lagrangian of locally finite 
order (i.e. the order may increase without bound as one moves from 
point to point on P), then T is in fact the Euler-Lagrange operator of 
a k-th order Lagrangian. Also, a map from closed (m + 1) forms on P 
to locally variational operators on P is constructed which leads to the 
realization of the obstruction b(T) as an element of the (m + 1)st 
deRham cohomology of P. 
In section four we also consider another long-standing problem in 
the calculus of variations, viz. the characterization of variationally trivial 
Lagrangians, i.e. Lagrangians with identically vanishing Euler-Lagrange 
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expressions. Recently, Horndeski [17] has shown that every such k-th 
order Lagrangian is locally the total exterior derivative of an (m - 1) 
form on p2k-1. This result is substantially improved upon. Indeed, it is 
shown that every k-th order Lagrangian 
L = Lo(ta, xi,xai, ,Xia2. )dt A dt2 A .. A dtm 
with vanishing Euler-Lagrange expression is necessarily a polynomial of 
degree no greater than m in the variables Xa1 <X2... k and is locally the 
total exterior derivative of a (m - 1) form on pk. Furthermore, it is 
established that the obstructions to writing a variationally trivial La- 
grangian as the total exterior derivative of a globally defined (m - 1) 
form lie in Hm(P, R). Examples of these results are provided in section 
five. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to establishing the exactness 
of the differential complexes (gk*, D) (k = 1, 2, ..., oo) which were 
used in section four. In section six a homotopy is constructed which 
leads to the exactness of the particular complex (<J0*, D). This solves 
the inverse problem in the special case k = oo and therefore furnishes 
an alternate proof of the main theorem of Takens [30]. For k < oo a 
similar homotopy is not available nor do the techniques of Takens apply. 
To overcome these difficulties an explicit characterization of the sheaves 
JkJq is presented in section seven and used in section eight, in conjunc- 
tion with the homotopy of section six, to prove the exactness of (Jk*, D). 
2. Notation and preliminary results. As indicated in the intro- 
duction, our treatment of the inverse problem of the calculus of varia- 
tions will be based upon a C' submersion P M. In this section we 
develop the formalism necessary for the precise formulation and solution 
of this problem. 
Let C' denote the sheaf4 of germs of real-valued C' functions 
on P. The direct image sheaf under the projection xok pk -+ P of the 
sheaf gq(pk) of germs of q-forms on pk will be denoted by Qkq. Spe- 
cifically, if U c P is an open set, then 
r (U, (kpq) = r((r0k)l1(U), Qq(pk)). 
4Sheaves and sheaf cohomology theory are discussed by Bredon [8], Warner [35] and 
Wells [36]. 
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Observe that the projection maps ir1k pk -+ pi induce inclusions ( q C 
Qkq for k > j. A section w E r(U, Qkq) is referred to as a q-form of 
order k on U. Such a form will be called basic if in local coordinates 
it is of the form 
X0 = Wf332*02... iqdt0l A dtO2 A ... A dtOq, 
where each W'I '2 *f3Oq E r(U, Qk0), i.e. 
OI 02 ... =q yi1 2 .. qy X a, . . ., xi l 2 a ). 
The sheaf of basic q-forms of order k will be denoted by 63k 
There is a graded algebra map 
k Qq k-I kq (2.1a) 
for k 2 1 and 0 s q s m which is defined as follows. Given w E 
r (U, Qqk-1), then tk(w) E r(U, 6'k q) is the basic form of order k whose 
value at a point y E (7rok)-l(U) is 
(Vk (@))(Y) = *(j k(s) *(W))(X), (2. lb) 
where x = rk(y) E M and s is a local section representing y, i.e. 
jk(S) = y. This map is well-defined because jk-1(s)*(w) depends only 
on the k-jet of s at x. We denote the image of Qkq under Ok by gklq and 
remark that there are inclusions 
63qI C q q w. (2.2) 
Finally, in local coordinates, bk is the algebra map generated by the 
equations 
tk (f ) = f, 
Ok(dta) = dta, and (2.3) 
Ok dX ici I . ji) =X xia ai 0 dt,J__ 
wheref is.a C function on (rok)-I(U) and 0 c j k - 1. 
Exterior differentiation of forms on pk induces an operation called 
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total exterior differentiation on gkjq. Specifically, if w = Vk (CO) is an 
element of Jk q, then we define 
D: kq kq (2.4a) 
by setting 
Dw = V/k(dw), (2.4b) 
where d denotes standard exterior differentiation on Qq(pk). From the 
definition of bk and the fact that d commutes with the pullback maps 
jk-1(s)* and x*, it readily follows that Ok(d) = Ok(d) whenever 
Ok(w) = Ok(W). Thus D is well-defined. Moreover, it is immediate from 
the definition (2.4) that 
(i) D is a differential in the sense that D o D = 0; 
(ii) Do t4bk = Ok ? d; and (2.5) 
(iii) D is the derivation generated by the equations 
Df = [ahgf + xar3if + xi., .a1icIf 
+ ... +Xi a ickcri Ia12 .kf Idta, (2.6a) 
where f is a real-valued function on (7rok)-l(U), i.e. 
f = f(ta, xi, xa .i, . xil... C0) 
and 
D(dta) = 0. (2.6b) 
In equation (2.6a) we have adopted the notation 
df df 
dogf = t? a if= ata , axi 
and 
aiala2 akf =rl!r2! 
... rm! df 
k! daxi( IC2 .. -Cik 
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where ri denotes the number of occurrences of the integer i amongst 
a1(a2 ... ak. Thus, for instance, it is easily verified that 
aita(x j) = - 6ii(6a X6e + 6 6o). 
This definition of ail a2 .k ensures that the quantity a I112 'kf is 
totally symmetric in the indices a1(a2 ... ak and eliminates the need to 
order the summations such as those occurring in (2.6a). It is convenient 
to set 
k 
Dof = dof + xi! act I 1ai2 .if (2.7) cef a cf j= ca1 a2 *a1ac 
(with the understanding that ai'1a2 .. = ai when j = 0) so that (2.6a) 
can be succintly rewritten as 
Df = (Djf)dtc. 
Successive applications of the differential operator Daf will be denoted by 
DaX1a 2 ..ak = DalDa2 .. Dak. (2.8) 
In view of the inclusions (2.2), the differential D is also defined on 
63kq. However, because of (2.6) the image of (3kAq under D is not con- 
tained in (3kqf+l but rather in 63qk+i1 and consequently the sequence of 
sheaves 63k 0, '3k1, (3k2, ... together with the map D do not define a 
differential complex. These, therefore, are not suitable for our purposes. 
Our first major result shows that the sheaves Jk,q are the maximal sub- 
sheaves of 63k q which together with the map D form a differential com- 
plex. This is a key theorem not only because it clearly establishes the 
significance of the sheaves 9kiq but also because it exhibits explicitly 
their structure. 
THEOREM 2.1. (i) For q < m and k 2 1 the sheaf 9kq is charac- 
terized by the property that Dw E 63k q+l whenever w E 9kq, i.e. 
9kq = {w E 63kq Dw E 6kq+l}. (2.9) 
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(ii) Each w E r (U, kq) can be represented uniquely in theform 
j=2..Jr0l 2 ..DXB 1l A DXB2j2 A ... A DXB Jr 
r+s=q 
A dtO1 A dtO2 A ... A dtOs (2.10) 
where B is the multi-index (fv', jV2, . k, -3k1) and 
DXB iv = xv 2 vk dt. 
The coefficients W 42K .. B2..Os are elements of r(U, Q?k-l) and are 
skew-symmetric in the indices , 1, 02 ... Os, skew-symmetric with 
respect to transpositions of the multi-indices (Bv, jv) and (Bu, ju)for all 
1 c v < u c r and totally trace-free in the sense that the contraction of 
any subscript 1,3 with any superscript ,'vu E Bv vanishes. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 requires a considerable effort and so to 
avoid interrupting the continuity of the present section will be deferred 
to section seven. 
From (2.10) it is clear that gkjq is that subset of cBkjq consisting of 
forms which are polynomial in the variables xia1 a!2..aik of degree no 
greater than q and such that this polynomial dependence on xia1 a2 ...aOk 
may always be expressed in terms of Dxiaoa,2 *c!_ = xia1a2 akldty 
In particular Theorem 2.1 leads to the conclusion that if w E 63k q for 
q < m and Dw = 0, then w is necessarily a polynomial in the variables 
Xia1 a2* ak of degree less than or equal to q. 
The requirement that the coefficients occurring in (2.10) be totally 
trace-free is essential to the uniqueness of this representation. To illus- 
trate this point, let 
T = V2(Ti0OdxOi A dta) = TiO!fDxOi A dta. 
Then an elementary calculation shows that the vanishing of T is equiva- 
lent to the equation 
Tia': = m 6aj Ti7 e 
Hence T = 0 implies Tia,O = 0 only if Tia,3 is trace-free. 
The representation (2.10) of w E gkjq will be referred to as the 
canonicalform of w. Given a form w in canonical form we can replace 
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each differential Dxia .2. by dx i . to obtain a form Co E qk-1 
which we shall designate as the canonical lift of w. The mapping which 
sends w to its canonical lift X will be denoted by 'kk. Thus, 4k: JkJq 
gqk - and if w is given by (2.10), then 
)k (W) = a BWJ1J2 
.rf3 a2fAS IXBI1j A dXB/2 
r+s=q 
A ... A dXB ir A dt0l A dtO2 A ... A dt0S. (2.11) 
From this equation and (2.3) it is clear that 4k is the right-inverse of 
kIk, i.e. 
0k ? Ok (W) = w (2.12) 
for all w E gkjq. However, it must be emphasized that for k > 1 the lift 
C = kk (w) is not invariantly defined and is canonical only with respect 
to a given coordinate chart U C P. For k = 1, this lift can be invariantly 
defined and has many important properties which will not be discussed 
in this paper. 
Now let 3k C "km+l be the sheaf of germs of (m + 1)-forms of 
order k which in local coordinates are of the form 
T = TjdxJ A dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm, (2.13) 
where each Tj is a 0-form of order k. We designate 3k as the sheaf of 
germs of k-th order operators on P. A global section T E r(P, 3k) de- 
termines a differential equation of order k on P -+ M. Indeed, since T 
can be treated as a fiber bundle map T: pk -+ Am+l(P)* over the base 
space P, a solution of the equation T = 0 on an open set U C M is a 
section s E r(U, P) with the property that T o jk(S) = 0. These defi- 
nitions are natural generalizations of their classical counterparts because 
in local coordinates the equation T = 0 is equivalent to the system of 
equations 
T1(ta, xi,a1 . x9p2.. ak) = 0. 
Hence, a local solution consists of n smooth functions si = si(ta) for 
which 
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T (t Easi aksi = 
J ( ' tt ' ' tl atC2 . . .tak ) 
for all (ta) E U. 
We are now in a position to precisely formulate the inverse problem 
of the calculus of variations. To begin, we designate 63km as the sheaf of 
germs of k-th order Lagrangians. Hence, if U is a coordinate neighbor- 
hood on P a local k-th order Lagrangian L is a section in r(U, 63km) 
and, as such, assumes the form 
L = Lodt' A dt2 A ... A dtm, (2.14a) 
where Lo is a smooth function 
Lo = Lo(ta xi,  ai , * *, xia.l ...a) (2.14b) 
In this sheaf-theoretic context the Euler-Lagrange operator is an 
R-linear sheaf map 
E:63km _ 32k' 
defined for each k 2 1. Specifically, if L is the local section (2.14), thens 
E(L) = E,(Lo)dxi A dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm, (2.15a) 
where, in terms of the notation adopted earlier, 
k 
E,(Lo) = 0 ( 1)r+lDaa2. (a.al2 ... tro). (2.15b) 
We will denote the image sheaf im(Q3km E 32k) by 62k and the kernel 
sheaf ker (3km 32k) by JCk. We call JCk the sheaf of germs of vari- 
ationally trivial Lagrangians of order k. From the sheaves introduced 
thus far we form the direct limit sheaves 
= lirn G3, 'q = li"m 62k and 3C = lim 3k 6 0=" k k 0J o  C 
For an invariant definition of the Euler-Lagrange operator E, see Takens [29]. 
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and name GB ,m the sheaf of germs of Lagrangians of locally finite order 
and designate .00 and 3C 0 in a similar manner. Let Vk, the sheaf of 
germs of locally variational operators of order k, denote the intersection 
3k n8 ?. Note that 
j q = lim Jkq = q and CV oo = lim Vk= ?. 
k ICk 
In terms of the above formalism the local inverse problem in the calculus 
of variations is the problem of characterizing the sheaf of germs of locally 
variational operators of order k, i.e. of determining those operators 
T E Sk which belong to Vk. The global inverse problem is the problem 
of characterizing those globally defined and locally variational operators 
of order k which are the Euler-Lagrange operators associated to globally 
defined k-th order Lagrangians, i.e. the global problem is to determine 
when a differential operator T E r (P, ?Vk) satisfies the equation T = E(L) 
for some L E r (P, 63km). 
3. The local inverse problem. As mentioned in the introduction 
the local inverse problem has received considerable attention recently. 
The following theorem summarizes the main result in this area. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let U be a coordinate neighborhood on P whose 
image in Rm+n is a convex set containing the origin and let 
T = T(ta, x, xi, a, . .., X1oal012.. Ok)dxi A dt1 A dt2 A ... A dtm 
represent a local section T E r(U, 3k). If T E r(U, Sk), then the n 
functions Tj satisfy the equations6 
k 
a.al12 7'. = (-r(S)Da.s+l a2 ... +i rrT (3.1) r=s 
identically for all 0 s s s k. Conversely, if (3.1) holds then T =E(L), 
where L E r(U, 6hm) is defined by 
L = -LxiTj (t, Xx)d X dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm (3.2) 
6Here () =r!/(r - s)!s!. 
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and where Tj (t, Xx) symbolically indicates evaluation at the point 
(ta,X xi, xx i, * * xai ? 
Proof. Let Ybe any vector field on (wo2)-l(U) which is of the form 
Y = yid + Ya diac + * + y a1I2. a2e idll 2 .2 (3.3) 
where the coefficients yl are smooth functions of the coordinates (ta) 
only and 
akyi 
y a1a2 .. a, tada k.da Y 1a2 (2k atcll atC12 . . . at Ck 
Then the Lie derivatives of the Lagrangian 
L = L0(ta, xi, Xa1i, . , ) t2 A ... A dt2m (3.4) 
and its Euler-Lagrange expression 
E(L) = Ej(ta, xi, Xa1, .. ., x .a2f)dxj A dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm 
are given by 
? (L) =-S Y (d.Ila2 .r(ait2 .rLo)dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm 
and 
2e 
gy[E(L)] r- Yi a12 ...ar(ai I2 arEj)dxi A dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm. 
Since ?y commutes with the operators aI1j2 a.r and Da it follows that 
? y commutes with the Euler-Lagrange operator, i.e. 
E[? y(L)] = ?y[E(L)]. (3.5) 
Furthermore, setting V = Va (a/lta), where Va is defined by 
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r 
r- s1 ( l)s c12 . . . cl- [aiala 2 .. ci s -_ I cc+sl . rLo] 
r=1 s=1 
X y . ts+1 *Cra 
and expanding the total divergence Dca Vc, yields the equation 
Cy(L) = -i(Y) ? E(L) + Dcx(Vcx)dtl A ... A dtm, (3.6) 
where i(Y) o E(L) denotes the interior evaluation of the (m + 1) form 
E(L) with the vector field Y, i.e. 
i(Y) ? E(L) = (Eiyi)dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm. 
The Euler-Lagrange operator annihilates total derivatives (for a 
proof of this generally, see Lovelock [20]) Ej [Dcx(Vc)] = 0 and conse- 
quently the application of the Euler-Lagrange operator E to (3.6) yields, 
on account of (3.5), the equation 
y[E(L)] = -E[i(Y) ? E(L)]. 
Therefore if a k-th order operator T E P(u, 3k) is the Euler-Lagrange 
operator associated to a Lagrangian of the type (3.4), i.e. if T E U(U, Vk) 
then T necessarily satisfies 
y (T) = -E[i(Y) 0 T] (3.7) 
for all vector fields Y of the form (3.3). Written out in detail (3.7) becomes 
k 
s 
i Y cx2 a. l (QC12 'sTj) = -Ei(yiTi). (3.8) 
Equation (3.1) now follows directly from (3.8) by expanding the right- 
hand side of this latter equation and equating the coefficients of yi1 l2 
for each 0 c s c k. 
To establish the. converse we simply compute the Euler-Lagrange 
expression of (3.2) and substitute from (3.1) as follows: 
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E(L) = Ti(t x) + X E (-1)r[Daia2. a. r(Xdiala2ar TJ](t, Xx) 
.dX}dxiAdtl Adt2A.*..*Adtm 
= {X3 LTi(t, Xx) + X sE0 C 1'2...as 
k 
L S Xx) +S)Das+12... (dr T2 crs7 .(t, x)1dX3 
* dxiA dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm 
Ti t (t, Xx) + x Nxiay ,X(djc' a2 .. s Td(t, Xx)ZdX3 
* dxi A dt' A dt2 A ... A dtm 
= L\0 dXXTi(t, Xx)dX}dxiA dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm 
=T. O 
Observe that the Lagrangian (3.2) is of order k. This shows that 
Vk = 5k n 82k and so, in particular, there are inclusions 'Vk C &2k 
C ~2k. 
Another aspect of the local inverse problem is that of characterizing 
the image sheaf 62k c 32k. This is an as yet unsolved problem although 
we have succeeded in solving it for what is probably the most interesting 
case, 7 viz., k = 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let U be a coordinate neighborhood on P and let 
T= Tj(ta, xi, xai, xai)dxj A dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm 
7Santilli [281 states this result, but his proof appears to be incorrect. 
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represent a local section of r(u, 32). Then T Er (u, 82) if and only if 
Tj is linear in x,Ok, i. e. 
Tj = AjkaO(ta, Xi, Xai)Xck + Ai(ta, xi, xai) (3.9) 
and satisfies (1.5). 
Proof. That conditions (3.9) and (1.5) are necessary is relatively 
easy to verify. To demonstrate that these conditions are also sufficient 
we first note that equations (1.5) correspond to (3.1) with k = 2. Hence 
by Theorem 3.1 and equations (3.2) and (3.9) we can deduce that 
T = E(L), (3.10) 
where L is a Lagrangian of the form 
L = [AjaO(ta, xi, xai)xaoj + A(ta, xi, x,i)]dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm. (3.11) 
Here Aj1c and A are smooth functions on (rol)-'(U) and Aj1c4 is sym- 
metric in the indices ao4. However, because the Euler-Lagrange expres- 
sion associated with the second-order Lagrangian (3.11) is generally of 
third order and because T is independent of xkc.- and is linear in x.kI 
equation (3.10) imposes certain restrictions on the Lagrangian (3.11). 
Indeed, a straightforward calculation shows that 
E(L) = [(aidAj1O - ajdAAia)xj a + (dkadyAjao - akaaj0AiaY)xc/xYU k 
+ {terms linear in x.0k}I]dxi A dtI A dt2 A ... A dtm 
in which case the terms involving xi' and x.oixa k must vanish identi- 
cally. This implies that Ajt: must satisfy the partial differential equations 
aYAjeaO + V yait + a>jAi0AY = ajYAj.4 + aj3A.'Y + aA flY (3.12) 
and 
akgadIfAioy + ak'yajAi? 9 + akga-?Ai0Y + akyai Ai 
= 0aai'YAja + ak'aioAio + ajici:Akoy +a 0j AkuY. (3.13) 
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We shall show that (3.12) and (3.13) guarantee the existence of 
smooth functions 
= 
- V x(t i, xi, i) (3.14a) 
such that 
A-0= (diVfl + aidVa). (3.14b) 
Then, in view of this result, (3.11) can be rewritten as 
L-(DaVa)dtl A dt2 A * A dtm + 
where 
L = [A -a V- (iVa)xai]dtl A dt2 A * A dtm 
belongs to P(U, (3B1m). Since Ei(Da Va) = 0, T = E(L) and therefore 
T belongs to r(u, 82) which establishes the sufficiency of (3.9) and (1.5). 
To show that (3.12) and (3.13) imply (3.14) we start by defining 
Aa:(k)i = A~;, akxa`i1 .... Xak ik (3.15) 
and 
O (k) -. ikkX il , (3.16) 
where8 
Aa~a1CilxCk =a. [ail ... k1Aiak] a- k .7 A, ,...: k 
. 
. . 
aik k k+1 (3.17) 
*[aic ail I . . * ik-'A aikk + a3 ai ai I. . . aik-lA.ik ka] 1k-1 ik 1 k-1 ik 
8Square brackets and round parenthesis indicate skew-symmetrization and sym- 
metrization respectively on the enclosed indices, e.g. 
.1laleai22lJA.d =-2 (i a1i a2 - aila2 ai2 I)Aif3 
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and 
0:l ..- Ck 2 [k. [a2 i a3 . .  i k Ail Oja lI..Ik k +1 1i2 1i3 aik 
+ (k - l)ai [ a2.i3 . . . akk A i2 . (3.18) 
Note that A(o)i' = Ait: and 
A(k)Ai = 0 (3.19) 
for k > m. 
The key step in the derivation of (3.14) is to prove that 
AaO(k+1)i = [Xvy (aj 'Ai-a1 * *ak) + Aiia- * k ] 
X xa1 Xak k a (k+) (3.20) 
where 
aioo (k+1) -2 ia0 (O(k+1) + aiO0a(k+1)). 
Since 0 l':.k +I is skew-symmetric in the indices foaj for 2 s j s k + 1, 
it is easily seen that 
diO(k+1) lai i; ... cik+I Xak+l + Ii3 ..). ai * ik ]X I ak 
in which case (3.20) will be established provided we can show that 
Aao(k)i Oiaoal .. Cik kx Ci II I xi lk = 0 (3.21) 
and 
Aa+1= [x jaj-,Ai * * ik aj(a 0)ia. I .ak ak++ Xl1k+ I ] 
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To establish (3.21) we first observe that 
a :)a1 *- ak X ... X ik ll - k aI1 ?k 
= Lk (a (dij [aidi2a2 . . d. ikakAiOla + dai a'i2 . . . akAial) 
Lk + 2 1 1l 1i2 
+ 
k (dkidc a.i2 aikAj,oc 3aj d[aid Ia2 a . Ck Ai a]13)1 + k-+ 2 1 12 2 dik ii2 + 1 1 dik 11 
Xai 1 ... Xak k. (3.23) 
Upon expanding the first and third terms on the right-hand side of 
this equation, it is found that 
k + 1 dil cl aid a2 ... dl aAi3]acix i1 x 
k + 2 i 2 aik al ak 
k+2 [dil [al . . . d ik ak]Aica - kail ai2 a 2 d . . aik k Aia ] 
*Xai1* X ik (3.24) 
and 
k + 2 1i I a12 12 ... aik CkAil a1 alX2 . . . Xak k 
k 
[datld' ai2 .. .d aikAa3 (k + 1)(k + 2) '2 1 11 
- aijd lal ... a~k-1A ak ia 
+ (k - 1)ai2 da2di3 ai3 ... aik AiA a la] 
*aXl a ..k I. (3.25) 
Moreover, a simple application of (3.12) yields 
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[a1 0a.[a2A al ]a + a. A ail2A a1o]x Ixal lxa2I2 
=[ai lal 
ai2JA- 
a lJx ilx i2 1 2 Li Ia1 a2 
or, more generally, 
1a 1a''a 3c 3 Of Al 
a ] 
1a2 13 ... a'k C i 2 a[ a . . -. ai[ak ai.+ ai2 .. ai 2 ai3 * x ( 
Xl 11 . . * Xa k =ik [at ]aaa 1 . . a ak k. (3.26) 
We now substitute (3.24)-(3.26) into (3.23). When the resulting equation 
is taken in conjunction with (3.17), it readily follows that the left-hand 
side of (3.21) becomes 
k [ail [a, .. aik kAi + ail ai 2 *. . . aik akAi ca k + 2 ~ 
+ ai aa [a2 . . . aik akAil] - ai [al ai2 ... aik ak]Ai a1 
aii ai2 [a2 ... aik akAi, c1]J - ai ai2 [a2 . . . aik kA al cj] 
Another application of (3.12) shows that this expression vanishes, as 
required. 
To obtain (3.22) we substitute from (3.17) and (3.18) to find that 
the right-hand side of this equation is given by 
a~k$l a. [a2 . a~kakAa! (k1 a4k1l aca,l Ical . .. a~k-IAk aik]! | lk+l i1 2 . . . aik k Aia (  +~ I 'ik + dI dIk-I ik 
k +l1ajcaa [l akAI3Jak+l + k + 2 a l... ai k 1k+l 
+ k a aa[a, a a2 a akA fJak+Il) 
k+2 + | 12 ... 1a k 
- (CZ X. f3iXhl. k 
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in which (a O denotes a term which differs from the previous term in 
parenthesis merely by an interchange of the indices a and 3. Expansion 
of the last four terms in this expression leads to 
[X i aj.y,A I* *ak - aI(a6 )a ak+lXik+1 ]X il ... X ik ly ... I lk 'I .. Ik+I ak+I a1 ak 
- Iatk+l'a [al . ak] Aa/ [ k+I ... a 1 
( k ak+ aIaa.i [a. * I * atk-1A akJ 
- \. k+1 k+I 
I 
1 k-1 ik 
1 [a1 ak]AI?ak+l 
k + 21 a. al a[ a.. .a..aaAak+k 
(k + 1)(k + 2) I lk 12 .ak 
- 
k 
_ aaa [a a2 ... a. ak]Aalak+1 
k +1 I lai2 aik Ik+I 
- (?e $)0Xa ~3)j 1 * Xaii k+l (3.27) 
However, by virtue of (3.13) it is found that 
[ai(xaai [O a2 .2 a ak]Aal ak+1 + aA [aa a2 ... aik aAIik + 1I 12 . 1.ak 1k+1 I ial~ 1Ca2 aik 1k+1 
X il ... xIk+I = [ a_ ala [a2 ...ak+ A a: 
Ik+1 1 2 Ik+1 
al aik+la[ia a a2 .*. . iak]A a( 
+ i (1'+l k+I 12 aik 
+ (a ~kj+Ia.caa. [a'l ... a~kllA Cak]t3 
+ aicaail a i2 2 a k a ik k ak+11) ik+I 1k ... aik 
+ (a 13)I1Xajl ... xi+ 
aiI Ck+I 
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and therefore (3.27) can be rewritten as 
Y I 1111~-k a.(a613)al 
.. 
k+1 1k+1 a1 ak 




+Ia[aCl a. a2 *..a. ak]IA at3 k+ 1 Li 1k+1 12 ai 
( 1 aaa 




- k 1caaa [alk+la ai2 C.. k a AaII 
k + 2 11 2 .. ak 'k+I 
-(CZ '- 3ixa . . . ak + - Aa(ki)o 
This proves (3.22) and hence (3.20) is established. 
It is now a relatively simple matter to derive (3.14) by using in- 
duction on k. Let us suppose that for some fixed value of k 
At(k+l a( k1'(3.28) 
where V'3(k+1) assumes the form 
V 0(k + ) = Vt3al ..aCk +2Xc 1 . . . x1 ' I.. 1k+2 C 
and VI3al :a'Ck+2 iS a smooth function of ta, xi and Xa1. Then (3.20), when 
evaluated at ta, x' and Xxa1' implies that 
[xxY e(ae_YA7a1 ...ak )(ta, Xi, XX a1) + A~Oal4ak (taXi x, XXa1)1IXaI I ..Xalk 
- 1([Vj I)a1;ak+1(a x,Xxa )]X al ... k +~,I! (3.29) 
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where 
fTIl1 .. Ck+1 = 0qa1- *tk+1 + v:i1l * *ak+l ak+2xIk+2 
.. **ik+ 1 1 ' * * *k+ 'Il * *ik+ I ik+2 ?k+2 
Since the left-hand side of this equation may be re-expressed in the form 
d [XA JO ... ak (t X, xi)]x i . ... X ik dX ' 1 -" 
the validity of (3.28) with k + 1 replaced by k follows from the inte- 
gration of (3.29) with respect to X from 0 to 1. On account of (3.19), 
(3.28) obviously holds for k = m and so, by induction on k, 
AaO(O,i = ai(a V) (0) . 
Since A'0(0)i = Ait:, this proves (3.14) and so completes our proof of 
Theorem 3.2. D 
Theorem 3.2 shows that for second order quasi-linear equations, 
the Lagrangian (3.2) can always be modified by a divergence Da Vt to 
obtain an equivalent first order Lagrangian. Moreover if the Lagrangian 
(3.2) assumes the form (3.11), then the proof of Theorem 3.2 gives rise 
to an algorithm for determining the vector field V = Va(a/ata) from 
AjaO. For example, in the special case m = 2, this algorithm yields the 
formula 
v= (Vo(j) + O(l))(t, xi Xxai)dX, 
where 
vO(,,= O e(2)(t(x, xi, XxXQ)dX, 




[2ah1[A. 1 - aj [Ah ]y]X, iX1Yh. 3 j J 
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4. The global inverse problem. The global inverse problem in the 
calculus of variations is to identify those k-th order locally variational 
operators T E '(P, s'k) which are globally variational in the sense that 
T = E(L) for some k-th order Lagrangian L E P(P, (Bkm). Since the 
sheaf of k-th order Lagrangians (Bkm is a fine sheaf, it is acyclic and 
hence the long exact cohomology sequence obtained from the short 
exact sequence 
O _ 3Ck _ (3km +2k ? 
(recall that JCk C (3km and 82k C 32k are the kernel and image sheafs 
of the Euler-Lagrange operator E respectively) gives rise to the exact 
sequence 
o -- r(P, 3Ck) P r(P, 6km) r(P, 82k) H (P, JCk) -_ 0. 
Therefore the obstruction to writing T E r(P, 'k) c r (P, 82k) in the 
form T = E(L) for L E r(P, (Bkm) is the cohomology class b(T) E 
3CI(P, 3Ck), i.e. T is globally variationally if and only if b(T) = 0. 
Consequently, the solution to the global inverse problem consists of 
(i) relating H1 (P, 3Ck), the first cohomology of P with coefficients 
in the sheaf 3Ck, to the classical (e.g. singular or de Rham) 
cohomology of P, and 
(ii) obtaining an effective method for the determination of the ob- 
struction 6(T). 
To these ends we introduce the following complexes of sheaves on P. 
For each k = 0, 1, 2, .. ., cx, let (Qk*, d) be the complex 
R lk lk * * lk m d Zkm O , (4.1) 
where ZkM'+l -ker(QkM+l d 1m+2) and for each k = 1, 2, ..., oo 
let (9k*, D) denote the complex9 
0D 1D DD ?E O -+R --+ k + Jk _+- --_ Jkm - + (Bk _+2k +0- (4.2) 
9That E - D = 0 is a consequence of the fact that E annihilates total derivatives. 
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Then the commutative diagram 
0 -~R -~~k-1d ol d om1df d zM+1  R Q?k - 1 k1 d k-  ' Qk-1 Zk-1 
I Ik 1'k 1'k |'k Xk (4.3) 
0k Rk . ... k7- D I ,D , E 
where Xk is the unique map making the diagram 
d zm+1 , Q2mk-1 + k-1 ?+ 
1'k Xk 
()km --- &2k g ? (4.4) 
commute, defines a map of complexes {k (Q*k-l, d) -- (g9k*, D). 
Clearly {k is such that the diagram of complexes 
(Q0*, d) 11(Q*, d) (Q*k-1, d) (Q* d) 
|i 0112 | k 0. 
(1 *, D) (9 (2*, D) W k9 9 *, D) o. * (9*, D) (4.S5) 
commutes. 
The exactness of each complex (Qk*, d) is a well-known conse- 
quence of the Poincare lemma. It is also true that each complex (gk*, D) 
is exact although in this instance the proof of exactness is long and 
rather complicated. In fact, the second half of this paper is devoted 
exclusively to establishing the exactness of (gk*, D). In section six we 
establish the exactness of (904*, D) = (630.*, D) by constructing a 
Poincare-like homotopy operator. Unfortunately, this homotopy does 
not restrict to the subcomplex (9k*, D) and therefore does not provide 
us with a proof of the exactness of the complex (9k*, D). Nevertheless, 
the exactness of (gk*, D) still follows from the exactness of (630.*, D) by 
virtue of the following theorem. This result is proved in section eight 
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using the characterization of the sheafs 9kq (see Theorem 2.1) and the 
technical machinery of section seven. 
THEOREM 4.1. For e > 1 and q c m -1 let rE 6 (eq and suppose 
that Dr E 6kq, where 0 < k c e. Then r E Jeq and decomposes into 
the form 
r = r1 + Dr2 
where r1 E gjk, (or 61oq if k = 0) and r2 E geq-1 
The exactness of the complex (gk*, D) is now self-evident. Indeed, 
if X E gkq for q s m - 1 and Do = 0 or if X E 63km and E(X) = 0, 
then on account of the inclusion gkjq C g "0q = 63 0q and the exactness 
of (63*, D) there is, for some f 2 0, a form r E 631q-1 such that 
Dr = w. If e < k, then 631q-1 C 9kq-1 and so r E ck q. If e 2 k, then 
by Theorem 4.1 r = rl + Dr2 and so X = Drj. In either case, the 
D-closed form X is the total exterior derivative of a form in 9kq-1 and 
thus (9k*, D) is exact. 
The main results of the paper will now follow effortlessly by applying 
the following lemma in homological algebra to the sheaves (Qk*, d) and 
(Jk*, D). 
LEMMA 4.1. Given a commutative diagram of sheaves on P 
d,e 1 deslI 0 R (5 e SB .+, , esQ 
0o R D0  I .-.. DS Q 8 ? (4.6) 
with exact rows and with e* and 53*fine, then 
(i) in the commutative diagram 
O r(P, ker Q) r(p, eSs) r(p, 9) +Hl (P, ker Q) O 
(4.7) 
O r(P, kerQ) rP(P, DS) r(P,,8) H'(P, kerQ) 0 
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which arises from the long exact cohomology sequence associ- 
ated to 
0 ker Q eC Q S- 0 
O ker Q D 3 s Q 0, (4.8) 
the mapping r* is an isomorphism. 
(ii H 1(P, ker Q ) _= HI + 1(P, R) =_ H 1(P, ker Q). 
(iii) r:r(P, 8) - r(P ) Sis surjective if r:FP, es) IFP D, ) is 
surjective. 
Proof. Since eS and D' are acyclic the diagram (4.8) induces, via 
the long exact cohomology sequence, the diagram with exact rows (4.7). 
To show that r* is an isomorphism and to make the identification 
H1(P, ker Q) -Hs+(P R) let 
0 -> ,s+l 4 de Cs+ 2 ... 
and 
0 s> D s+1 ds+l Ds+2 
be any injective resolutions of 9 and 8 (see Rotman [26], p. 42 or Bredon 
[8], p. 30) and let dnS = i o Q and dD' = i o Q. Then (e*, de) and 
(D*, dD) are acyclic resolutions of R and r extends to a map between 
these resolutions which, by the abstract de Rham theorem, induces an 
isomorphism in cohomology, i.e. 
Hq (]p(p, e *)) _= Hq (]p(p, D*) 
Moreover from (4.7) and the fact that 
im{F(P, 8) rP(P, DS+1)} = ker{r(P, DS+1) (p, Ds+2)} 
it is found that 
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H' (P, ker Q) = im6 =(m= Hs+ ((r (P a)) 
im {r(P, Ds)-- r F(P, s)} 
and, in a like manner, that 
H'(P, ker Q) HHS+l(r(P, e*)) 
This leads to the commutative diagram 
Hs+l(r(p, C*)) H'(P, ker Q) 
Hs+l(P, R) T* 
Hs+(F(P *)) _ HI (P, ker Q) 
which proves (i) and (ii). 
Finally, if r: IF (Pes) C -, IF (P, Ds) is surjective then a simple chase 
through the diagram (4.7) shows that r: F (P, 8) F (P, 8) is also 
surjective. D 
THEOREM 4.2. For a fixed value of k = 1, 2, ..., oo, let T E 
F (P, 62k) be a k-th order, locally variational operator on P. 
(i) The cohomology groups H1(P, JkW) and Hm+'(P, R) are isomor- 
phic. Hence there is a well-defined cohomology class b(T) E Hm + '(P, R) 
such that T is the Euler-Lagrange operator of a k-th order Lagrangian 
L E F(P ( 3kM) if and only if 6(T) = 0. 
(ii) If T is the Euler-Lagrange operator corresponding to a Lagran- 
gian of locallyfinite order, then a k-th order Lagrangian L' E r(P, (km) 
can be found such that T = E(L'). 
(iii) Associated to each T E F (P, 62k) there is a closed (m + 1) 
form w on pk such that b(T) = 0 if and only if the cohomology class 
[w] E Hme+ I (pk) - Hdm + (P), where H*deR(P) is the de Rham coho- 
mology of P, vanishes. Specifically there is a commutative diagram 
r (P, Zk ) m (k d0 
Xk +1 1 X*k+ 1 
F(P, E(gJmk+l)) H1(P, JCk+1) -_ 0 (4.9) 
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with 
Xk+I 
onto. Here E(j 'k+l) 2 6k iS the image of the sheaf Jimk+l 
under the Euler-Lagrange operator E and the top horizontal map in the 
diagram (4.9) takes a closedform to its cohomology class. 
Proof. Because the fiber of the projection iro:Pe P is con- 
tractible we can identify H*(P(, R) with H*(P, R) for any f > 1. Ac- 
cordingly to establish (i) we simply apply Lemma 4.1 to the diagram (4.3). 
To prove (ii) we apply Lemma 4.1 to the mapping of complexes 
(see equation (4.5)) 
i: (UJk*, D) ( J*,D) 
to obtain the diagram with exact rows 
r(P, Bk ) + F(P, 62k) + H'(P, k) 0 
E { 6 
r (p, 5oom) E I r(P, &oo) - H (P, 3C oo> 0. (4.10) 
The result is now immediate since the assumption that T is the Euler- 
Lagrange of a Lagrangian of locally finite order requires that i(T) = E(L) 
for L E F(P, (BG3m). Hence 6(i(T)) = 0. From the commutativity of the 
above diagram this implies that b(T) = 0 which in turn implies that 
T = E(L') for some L' E F (P, akm) 
Finally to prove (iii) we invoke Lemma 4.1 once again, this time 
with respect to the diagram 
O - R --* f2 k . 2 .um d Zk"1+1 0 
11 1 0k+ I | 0k+ I ] Xk+1 
0 R lo ; D D IM E E (Jm Xvv  -*R 
-*J0+1__ i*k+1 -:+ k k 0 
and note that because Pk+I :Qkm ,' Jik+1 is onto and because ker Ok+l 
is a fine sheaf that Okk+I :1r(P, fk4) - F(P,J Mk+I ) is also onto. D 
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Remarks. (i) Because Vk C 62k, the theorem applies to any k-th 
order operator T E rF(P, 3k) which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
3.1. In particular, if T E F(P, 32) is a second order quasi-linear operator 
which satisfies (1.5), then by Theorems 3.2 and 4.2 (with k = 1) 
T = E(L) for a first order Lagrangian L E F(P, G'l7) if and only if 
(T) = 0. 
(ii) By applying the map Xk+I to forms w E Zk''+I for which [w] 
is non-trivial it is easy to produce examples of operators of any order 
which are locally variational but not globally variational. Thus the ob- 
struction b(T) does not in general vanish. 
(iii) With k = oo, Theorem 4.2 shows that the obstruction to 
writing T = E(L) for L a Lagrangian of locally finite order is b(T) E 
H'(P, X,) - Hn'+1(P, R). This conclusion, which has been inde- 
pendently obtained by Takens [30], follows directly from the exactness 
of the complex (Jo,*, D) so that for the case k = oo the analysis pre- 
sented in sections seven and eight is not required. 
As discussed in the introduction we shall also treat the problem of 
characterizing the kernel of the Euler-Lagrange operator. Due to the 
results presented thus far it is a simple matter to obtain the definitive 
solution to this problem. 
THEOREM 4.3. (i) Let L E 6Bkm be a variationally trivial Lagran- 
gian, i.e. suppose that L is a k-th order Lagrangian and E(L) = 0. 
ThenL E jkm andL = Dwfor some w E Skml. 
(ii) Let L be globally defined k-th order Lagrangian which is vari- 
ationally trivial. Then there is a well-defined cohomology class b(L) E 
Hm(P, R) and L = Dwfor somew EXr(p, Jk' 1) if and only if b(L) = 0. 
Proof. Part (i) is merely a restatement of the exactness Of (8Jk*, D) 
at (3km. Part (ii) follows from the application of Lemma 4.1 to the 
commutative diagram 
R~~~ Qi d - Q k-1 ***Qm d b md 0 0 
-~R -l Ok-1k-1 d.d krn1iZmk d 
0 lk R {k |k | k lk 
0 0 D D_ D m1 D E . k 
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where Xk is the unique map making the diagram 
Qk-1 Zmk-i 0 
. Ok | Xk 
c m-1 D C O 
commute. 
5. Illustrative examples. It is illuminating to apply the conclusions 
of section four to a simple class of differential equations. Let TV be the 
f-torus, i.e. the product of the circle S' with itself f times and let 
M = Te X Rm-e, N = Tk X Rn-k andP = M X N, where O c Q c m 
and 0 c k c n. Refer to M with local coordinates tI, t2, . , tm where 
each of t', t2, ..., te denotes the standard polar coordinate on S' and 
t+, t ,+2 ..., tm are cartesian coordinates on Rm-e. The differentials 
dt', dt2, .. ., dtm are well-defined 1-forms on M although, of course, 
tI, t , ..., te are not globally defined coordinates. Similar remarks 
apply to the coordinates xl, x2, ..., xn on N. Now consider the differ- 
ential equations on P determined by 
T = (aij/'x(,xji + b1 3xoj + ci)dx' A dt' A dt2 A ... A dt'"', (5.1) 
where afj 0(=afij0), bji and ci are constants. Then, according to 
Theorem 3.2, T E r(P, 2) if and only if 
aij = afi10 and bij = -b/. 
If we assume that these relations hold, then modulo a divergence (whose 
existence is ensured by Theorem 3.2), the formula (3.2) gives rise to the 
Lagrangian 
L = a# tx3xoi - 2 biU xixoj-cixI dtl A dt2 A ... A dtm. (5.2) 2 
~~2 / 
Since xl, x2, ..., xk are not globally defined coordinates, this Lagran- 
gian is not globally defined unless k = 0. 
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To determine if (5.1) is obtainable from a global variational prin- 
ciple it suffices to examine any (m + 1)-form co E r(P, Z1m+l) which is 
such that xI(co) = T, where XI is the map of (4.4). If co is exact then by 
Theorem 4.2 the obstruction b(T) is trivial and thus T = E(L) for some 
L E r(p, (BlG). Conversely, if co is not exact then T cannot be derived 
from any variational principle. To find a suitable candidate for co we 
first observe that (5.2) can be rewritten in the canonical form 
L = ( 1)! E 2a3 .m(aq. a,xc - b1 %'xi)Dx-i A dta2 A dta3 
A ... A dtam - cixidt' A dt2 A ... A dtm, 
where c a12. a is the permutation symbol. Now let L be the canonical 
lift of L, i.e. 
L (m-1)! ea2 3 ..(a. qaoxi - b, Jx')dx i A dta2 A dta3 
2(m ~~~~~I t 
A ... A dt?-m - cix'dt' A dt2 A ... A dt"'. 
Then L = Al (L) which, on account of (4.4), implies that 
X (dL) = E( It1(L)) = T. 
Consequently an appropriate choice of co is given by co = dL, i.e. 
Co = 2(m-1)! 6e3a2a3 am(ai.. yadx b(if dx') A dxj A dtC2 
A dta3 A ... A dta- - Cidx' A dtA dt2 A ... A dtm. 
From this result and our earlier remarks it is now clear that T = E(L) 
for some L E r(P, G1 m) if and only if each of the closed (m + 1)-forms 
1(O) = bijdx A dxj A dt' A ... A dt1 A dt0+1 A ... A dtm 
and 
(i) = C(i)dx(L) A dt' A dt2 A ... A dtm 
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(no summation on i) is exact. In particular, since 
Hm + (P) = H4m+' (TC+k), deR () deR ( ) 
it follows that a globally defined variational principle must exist when- 
ever m + 1 > Q + k. 
The structure of these global Lagrangians is quite distinct for dif- 
ferent choices of P. For instance, in the case of the particular differen- 
tial equations determined by 
T(,) = (X' + x2 - )dx' A dt + (x2 - ?l)dx2 A dt 
(where t = t1 and xi = xi') and 
T(2) = (x12' + x12 - 1)dx' A dt' A dt2 + (x122 - x,')dx2 A dt' A dt2, 
we have listed various possibilities in Tables 1 and 2. Note that 
T(,) = X I 2 di' A dxl + I dj2 AdX2 - dx' A dX2 + dxl A dt 
and 
T(2 X = AI 
I dX21 A dxl A dt2 + - dx22 A dxl A dt2 
L2 2 
- dx' A dx2 A dt2 + dxl A dt' A dt2i. 
Each one of the Lagrangians found in these tables has been obtained as 
the image under {l of a globally defined m-form v(j) such that 
Xj(dV()) = T(), i = 1, 2. 
6. The exactness of the complex ((B.*, D). In this section the 
direct limit complex (G30*, D), which was introduced in section four as 
the differential complex 
0 -O R - 63 0 (3 l D . . . D (B m E 0, 
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TABLE 1. Global Lagrangians for T(I). 
M N H2(p) L 
t xi x2 
R R R 0 l/2(tl)2 + l/2(?2)2 + x1x2 + XI 
R S1 R 0 1/2(Xl)2 + 1/2(X2)2 + x1x2 - txl 
s1 R S1 R 1/2(1)2 + /2(X2)2 - x1?2 + xI 
R 51 51 R None, dx1 A dX2 is not exact 
51 51 R R None, dx1 A dt is not exact 
TABLE 2. Global Lagrangians for T(2). 
M N H3(P) L 
tl t2 x1 X2 
R R R R 0 1/2x11x21 + 1/2x12x22 +x 1x2 +xI 
Sl R 51 1 R 1/2x 1x21 + 1/2x12x22 + t2X11X22 -t2X21X2 
- t2X2I1 
R S 1 S 1 S1 R None, dx 1 A dx2 A dt2 is not exact 
S1 S1 S1 R R None,dx1 AdtIAdt2isnotexact 
is shown to be exact. As mentioned in section four this result suffices for 
the identification of the obstruction to finding globally defined Lagran- 
gians of locally finite order and, in addition, is the first step towards 
establishing the more general result concerning the exactness of (jk*, D). 
To begin, it is necessary to introduce maps 
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and 
hm+l:&w t (30m 
as follows. Let co E F (U, (B3kq) represent an element of (B ,q. Then with 
respect to the coordinates (ta, x') on U, co assumes the form 
WC = aklCa2.. (taq xi, .x.., xi01 ... Ok)dttl A dtC12 A... A dtaq 
and hq(W) is given by 
hq(r)r=r + m q)i hq(W) k r (-1) ()/( r r-IDOI ..-- 
l(aO 
... 
*er-leC ( Xx)d X (6. 1a) 
for 1 c q c m and 
h11+1(E(cw)) - x'(Ej(co))(t, Xx)dX. (6.1b) 
In equation (6.1a) wc, is the (q - 1) form 
q 
C97 = ja (-l)i+r@a+. .. *a-leaj+,- .oeqdtal A *** dti-I A dtafi+ A *** dtaq 
and (ajOl ..r-YW)(t, Xx) symbolically indicates evaluation at the point 
(ta, Xix, XXa, ..., )X,X12...,k) E (rok)-l(U). For example, when 
k = 2 (6.la) reduces to 
1 i1 
hq(_) =xi | _i7XW,)(t, Xx)dX 
m - q + 1 
+ m q+ 2x (m -q+ l)(m -q+ 2) x D i 
(a* | WaY8.)(t, Xx)dX. (6.2) 
0 
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Because (DJf) E (Bok+l whenever f E (3ko, it is easily verified that 
hq(w) E F(U, G2kq1I) and hence hq(co) determines an element of (Bq-1 
LEMMA 6.1. The maps hq define a homotopy operator for the 
complex ((k*, D) in the sense that 
D(hq(W)) + hq+I(Dw) = - wo (6.3a) 
for c E F(U, Gk q) and 1 c q c m -1 and 
D(hm(w)) + hm+I(E(w)) = c - c (6.3b) 
for C E F (U, BkV), where w0 is the q-form 
? 
-- WCZI Q'2 * a (ta, O, O,* . ., O)dtal A dta2 A ... A dtaq. 
Proof. To derive (6.3), we express the individual terms on the left- 
hand sides in terms of the operators 
X(r,s)(W) = X Bs+l ... OrDeBi o (... OsrC)(t, Ax)dX, 
Y(r,s)(W) = X3s. (.r 3. sr-0Ydta A co)(t, Xx)dX, 
and 
Z(r,s) (W) X O3s ... r-iDo, ..s_ IA (ai1 ..r-'ydt( A co)(t, Xx)dX. 
Since D is a derivation, the first term on the left-hand side of (6.3a) 
becomes 
k r 
D(hq(W)) = (-l)st+( )|( ')p[(Dxl1s13r1)D3, ..3O r=1 s=1 \S/I SsOr 
+ 
xs ..._ r DD, ... .g _ ] | ( r- ,)(t, Xx)dX 
k+1 r 
r r + p 
- E (- 1)s+ )[Y(rs) + Z(r,s)I(W), (6.4) 
r=1 s=1 5 
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where p = q - m. Note that we have taken advantage of the fact that 
aj3If2 k'Y = 0 
to increase the upper limit of summation on r from k to k + 1. 
With regard to the second term occurring on the left-hand side of 
(6.3a) we first observe that 
(Dw)^, = Dyw - Da(dta A wY) 
and 
dta A wc = qw. 
Secondly, on account of the definitions of aji .r- I" and Da it is found 
that 
ati.1 ..r-1'YD = Dual1i 3r-ly + (afli .r-1'YXJic, )a. a)l ... ar- I 




(Daai1l I..r-17()(t, Xx) = Dtlai *..r- I y )(W' Xx)]. 
Consequently, a long but nevertheless straight-forward calculation leads 
us to conclude that 
hq+l(DW) = (-l)s+ x( ( D r1 s=1 r D Os ... A )i ... )ds A 
x [ai31 Or- I YDol - ajO ...r-I1YDc(dtC' A co,)](t, Xx)dX 
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= (- )S+l(r4(r r=1 s=l s 
X(rs) +- X(r-,s-1) (r s) Y(r-l,s) 
Z(rs) 
s 
Z(r-l,s-1) (w) (6.5) 
On adding (6.4) to (6.5) it is found that 
D(hq(W)) + hq+l(Dw) 
k= 
1 
s L(_ )s+1(r)IQ + p ')X(rs 
+ (-1)s+l (r + p - 1) ()r(r + p )X(r-l,s-l)j(L, 
k+1 r [ p p 
+ E S| (-1)s+()l p y(r,s) 
r=1 ~ ~ ()l s= ) (rs 
(-l()s+1(r - s)(;/rr +r p- (-1s w 
k (1)+1()/r +P p 
-(-l)S+ (s - 1) ()/r +1 P )Z(rl- ,s- ) (w) (6.6) 
It remains to simplify this equation. From the terms involving 
X(r_l,s-1), we extract those with s = 1 and replace the summations on r 
and s by ones on r + 1 and s + 1 respectively. This yields 
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k+1 
rr r p-1 E- E 1(-1)s1 (r + p -1) X(r (r +s - l) 
r=1 s=1 
k+1 r I,'+q E ES (-1)s(r + q)( r + 1) )X(r,s) + E X(rO). 
r=1 s=1 + s-'7r= 
On substituting this result into (6.6), it is not difficult to see that the 
terms in (6.6) containing the operator X simplify to 
k l d 
X(r?)( =(d) [@(t, Xx)]dX = co - O. 
In a similar manner it follows that the terms involving the operators 
Y and Z vanish. Thus (6.6) implies (6.3a) as required. 
To establish (6.3b), we first observe that with q = m, dta A co = 
6 aw in which case it is easy to deduce that 
Y(r, s) = X(r, s l) and Z(r,s) = X(r,s) 
Consequently, (6.4) (with q = m) gives rise to 
k+1 r 
D(hm(@)) = 1 (-1)S+I[X(r,s-l) + X(r,s)I(W) 
r=1 s=1 
k+1 k+1 
= E (- 1) 'X(r,r)() + 0 X(r,O)(W) 
r=0 r=0 
=-h,,,1J(E(@)) + o - wo 
which immediately leads to10 (6.3b). D 
For future reference we remark that if o E jlq then from Theorem 
2.1 (ii) and equation (6.2) it is easily seen that hq(o) E jlq-1l. It is also 
immediate from (6.2) that hq (o) = 0 whenever o E (6Boq. 
With Lemma 6.1 at our disposal, the exactness of (G3*, D) is 
readily established. 
10Equation (6.3b) was first derived by Horndeski [171. 
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THEOREM 6.1. The complex (G0*, D) is exact. 
Proof. To prove the exactness of (G3*, D) at G3A?O, let U be a 
coordinate neighborhood of P. Suppose that f E F(u, 63k0) represent a 
closed element of G3,O.* Then, from (2.6) it follows that 
&af + xa'aif + * + X'a1 a2. .- aai 1 2 kf = 
identically. Since f is independent of x' 01112...Xk it follows that the 
coefficient of x' a1a2 k * must vanish, i.e. 
aia 12 'kf = 0. 
Thus f is independent of x', ,.2... ak' This in turn implies that the co- 
efficient of x 2.i . *akla must vanish, i.e. 
al a12 ..ak-If = 0. 
By continuing in this manner it follows that f is constant on U. This 
proves that (G3*, D) is exact at G3o00?. 
To establish exactness at 6( Oq for 1 c q c m, assume that o is 
D closed q-form (or, if q = m, that E(o) = 0). Then by Lemma 6.1 
o - o0 is exact. Moreover since o is closed, o0 can be considered as a 
closed q-form on 7r(U) c M. By the Poincare lemma for forms on M, 
wo = dv for v a (q - 1) form on 7r(U). By considering v as an element 
of r(u, 63"'q-1) we see that o0 = Dv in which case o = D(hq(o) + v). 
This proves exactness at G3 Oq. 
Finally, the exactness of (G3*, D) at &0. follows from the definition 
of . D 
7. A characterization of the sheafs Jk In section two we ob- 
served that if w is a basic form of order k, then Dw is in general a basic 
form of order k + 1 and, for this reason, it is not possible to obtain a 
differential complex from the sequence of basic forms B3k ? 6 3kI . .. 3km 
unless k = oo. However for k 2 1 subsheaves Jkq C 6kq were con- 
structed in such a way that the sequence 
0 RD D P I Dk Em 
0 - -- i) k + . _+ km- 
__'6k m_)'62k -)0 (7.1) 
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is a differential complex, which we denoted by (Jk*, D). Consequently, 
the elements of gkjq enjoy the property that the differential operator D 
does not increase their order, i.e. Dw E jk,+' whenever w E gkj. In this 
section we shall prove Theorem 2.1 which states that this property of 
the sheaves Jk'q completely characterizes them. Specifically, we show 
that if w is a basic q form of order k and Dw is also of order k, then 
w e Jk i.e. 
k= { ( k E I D E (Bk q}, (7.2) 
for all q < m. In the process of proving this result we shall obtain the 
local canonical representation (see Theorem 2.1 (ii)) for the elements of 
Jkq and, in addition, develop the technical results needed in section 
eight to prove the exactness of the complex (gk*, D). 
Our derivation of this characterization of the sheaves gkjq is based 
upon the observation that if w E (E k q, then the condition Dwo (E q+1 
imposes certain symmetry relations upon the components of the repeated 
partial derivatives of w with respect to the variables x,1 <2.**k. Quantities 
with closely related symmetry properties have repeatedly arisen in the 
study of certain differential invariants of Riemannian manifolds and in 
problems pertaining to the classification of physical field theories of the 
type encountered in general relativity. Indeed, the analysis required to 
obtain the aforementioned characterization of the sheaves gkjq codifies 
and generalizes a wide variety of results already in the literature (see, 
e.g. Anderson [5], Horndeski [15], Lovelock [19]). Consequently, we 
anticipate that the results of the present section will be of independent 
interest and accordingly we begin this section with a self-contained 
treatment of these symmetry conditions. 
To begin, let Sk be the vector space of symmetric k-forms over a 
real m-dimensional vector space E. An element T E Sk is a real valued 
multi-linear map on Ek = E x E x ... *x E which is symmetric in all 
of its arguments. Let T(X) denote the value of T on the k-tuple of vectors 
X = (X, X, ..., X), where X E E. Then, as is well-known T is com- 
pletely determined by the values T(X) as X ranges over the space E. 
Now let JC denote the set of e-tuples of positive integers considered 
as a subset of the Z-module Z = Z X Z X ... X Z. For 
K = (kl, k2, . . ., ke) E JC, 
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let 
SK = Sk, 23 Sk2 3 * S*ke. (7 3) 
Then an element T E SK is a multi-linear map on Ekl+k2+. +ke which 
is symmetric in its first k1 arguments, its next k2 arguments and so on. 
We extend our notational conventions by writing 
TX;X2; .. XI 
in place of 
T(Xi Xl1 . XI; X2, X2, ... ., X2; ... .; Xe, X, . ..,9 eQ)9 
k1 times k2 times ke times. 
where Xi E E. Notice that we have used a comma to separate the argu- 
ments of T pertaining to each factor Ski of 5K and a semi-colon to sepa- 
rate the arguments pertaining to the different factors of 5K. Thus, for 
example, if T ES(2,3) we can write 
T(X1; X2) = T(X1, X1; X2 X2 X2) 
and also 
T(X2; X1) = T(X2, X2; X X1 X1). 
Once again, the values of T(X1; X2; ...; X') for all Xl, X2, ..., 
uniquely determine the multi-linear map T. 
We shall frequently need to manipulate the arguments of T E 5K 
which pertain to a particular factor of 5K, say Ski. Whenever this need 
arises we shall designate those arguments by a ki-tuple of vectors 
y = (yl, y2. yki) 
and write 
T(Xl; ...;XIl; Y; Xi+1 ; Xe) 
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or alternatively 
T(X; ...; Xi-1; yl, y2, .. yki;Xi+l; .;AXI) 
for the value 
T(X'1, *. XI.. jil, Xi-l, , Xi1; 1, y2, ..., 1yki; 
Xi+ 1,Xi+ 1 . Xi+l .xeX , . * f . * ; . X I , . ... , 
Finally, with respect to a basis el, e2, ..., em of E a multilinear 
map T E SK has components 
Tci 1a 12 ICakla 12 ..a2 k2 .. aelae2 ., 
k 
which are totally symmetric in the indices oiI'i 2 ... oiki for each 
i = 1, 2, . ., 2. In the future we shall avoid this profusion of indices by 
letting capital latin letters A, B, C ... represent multi-indices and by 
extending the summation convention to these indices in the obvious 
fashion. Specifically, if we setAi = (ai I, oei2, ..., ei ki) then 
TA1A2 ..Ae = Te2ll Il 12 ...kel2k1C22 2C2k e2 ...e 2 ae fk 
and 
X2; .. .; XI) = TA1A2 AeXAllXA22 ... XA, (7.4) 
where XA1i = Xia1Xi a2 *** Xi ki and Xi = Xaie'. We shall also have 
occasion to write Ai' for the multi-index (ci2, i3, .*, a.ki), it being 
understood that Ai' is the null index whenever ki = 1. 
If A denotes an arbitrary multi-index, then SymA and AltA will 
indicate the process of the total symmetrization and skew-symmetrization 
over the indices of A respectively, e.g. 
Sym(,o) Tc - 1 (Ttd + TVc) 2! 
and 
Alt(,,$) Tc - 2 (TaO - a) 2! 
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A multilinear map T E SK is said to possess the symmetry property 
Pi iffor every set {X1, X2, ..., X{} of vectors in E andfor every ki-tuple 
Y of the form 
y_= (,Xl Xl Xl X2 X22 X2 xe ... X 
where there are pj occurrences of Xi and P 1 + P2 + - - * + p e = ki 
with pi = 0 (that is, Xi does not appear in Y), the equation 
T(X1;X2;. ..;X.l; Y;X'+1; ;XQ) = O (7.5) 
holds. Equivalently, T has property Pi if for any partition Bl, B2 ... Be 
of the multi index A1, the components TAlA2 A e of T satisfy the equation 
SYM(A1 ,B)SYm(A2,B2) * Sym(Ae,Be) TAlA2- *-Ai-jBlB2- -BeAi+j .. Ae = 0 
(7.6) 
Let 
UK= {T E SK I T has property Pi, i = 1, 2, ...,f}. (7.7) 
Then UK is a real finite dimensional vector subspace of SK and what 
follows is a careful analysis of the Structure of this space. 
To better understand the nature of the symmetry property Pi it is 
helpful to examine the condition (7.5) in two special cases. Firstly, when 
each ki = 1, (7.5) becomes 
T(Xl; X2; ...; Xi-1; Xj; Xi+ ; ..; XI) = o. 
for j ? i. Clearly, this requires that T be skew-symmetric in its ith and 
jth arguments. Thus T has property Pi if and only if T is an alternating 
tensor in which case UK = A e(E) the space of alternating Q forms on E. 
In this particular example, it follows that for e > m UK is the zero 
vector space while for e < m UK is isomorphic to A' -e(E). The analysis 
of this section leads to a natural generalization of this case. 
Secondly, let T E S(1,2.2) and suppose that T has property P1. Then, 
in view of (7.6), the components T"' I 027 172 of T must satisfy 
T`0l127l12 + T02"flYlY2 + T012"Yl172 = 0 
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and 
T`01f2 1Y 2 + TY20102teY + Te1fl 1f2Y2a = 0. 
In this relatively simple example, it is possible to analyze these sym- 
metries directly. In fact, by using these equations repeatedly, together 
with the fact that Ta'0127'72 is symmetric in the indices 0102 and 'Y172y 
it is found that'1 
SYM(01 02) SYM(71 '72) rAP# 
= Sym(01,,2) Sym(1,,72) [T`I1I2Y1Y2 + T71a020172 + T017102a"2 
- T01a27172 - TYl2l2aR2 -T`10212] 
=-1 l TaO1l271 2 + 1 T`71 20102. 4 4 
In this equation we interchange the pair of indices /102 with the pair 
7172 to obtain a second equation which, when taken in conjunction 
with the original one, leads to 
T`'0127172 = Sym(01,0,,2) Sym(1,7,2) S a'O l1 02 72, (7.8) 
where 
Safl1710272 = 3 b5c1 '1 (11 TrA2P72 + TrA20$2). 30 7"LV 
If m = 2, then aT'Fl'" 0 and so T vanishes. If m > 2, then (7.8) is 
equivalent to 
T(X; Y, Y; Z, Z) = S(X, Y, Z; Y; Z), (7.9) 
where S E A3(E) 0 Si 0 S is the multi-linear map with components 
5St01710272. Thus, for m > 2 every multi-linear map T E 5(1,2,2) with 
11 5ii2j. is the generalized Kronecker delta. (See, e.g., Lovelock and Rund [21 1). 
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property P1 can be represented in the form (7.9). Again, these conclu- 
sions will all be generalized in the sequel. 
Recall that SK = Ski 0 Sk2 0 ... 0 Sk e and that m is the 
dimension of the underlying vector space E. Our first theorem treats the 
case where f > m. 
THEOREM 7.1. If f > m, then 
UK= {TESKIThas propertyPi,i = 1,2, ...,e} 
is the zero vector space. 
Proof. Let T E UK and let Xl, X2, ..., X' be an arbitrary col- 
lection of vectors in E. Since f > m, these vectors cannot be independent 
and so, for some 2 c i s e, Xl is a linear combination of the vectors 
X 1, X2, . . , Xi 1. By virtue of the multi-linearity of T, T(X 1;X2; ... ;XQ) 
can be expressed as a linear combination of expressions of the form 
T(X1; X2; ...; Y; ...; Xe) where Y is some ki-tuple of vectors con- 
structed from X1 X2 ..., Xi-1. Since T E UK, T enjoys the symmetry 
property Pi and therefore each such expression vanishes. This proves 
that T(X1; X2; ... .; X) = 0 and hence T = 0. D 
To describe the structure of the vector space UK for f c m it is 
necessary to begin with a number of preliminary definitions and remarks. 
Recall that A k denotes the vector space of alternating k-forms on E. 
The process of skew-symmetrization then gives rise to a map 
Alt: (D -E*) ?SK A ?S 
defined by 
[Alt(T)](Yl y2, . yk;.. x X2 
= ESksgnaT(Y(l)Y ya(2) ya(k); Xl; X2; ; X{) (7.10) 
where Sk is the permutation group on { 1, 2, ..., k}. Next, denote by 7r' 
the inclusion map from (?k E*) 0 SK into (?k+1 E*) 0 SK-ei, 
where ei = (0, . . ., 1, ... ). Specifically, ir' is defined by 
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r7iT)(l y2 . ,yk+l; Xl; x2;.. .; --) 
= T(Y' y2 yk; Xl; ;. Xl; k+;xi+l; . ..; X') (7.11) 
where T E ((?k E*) (0 SK and Y' is the ki-tuple 
Yj = (Yi, Xi, Xi, ... xi). (7.12) 
For a given f-tuple of positive integers K = (k,, k2, ..., ke), let 
K- = K - - - e- ee and let VK be the vector subspace of 
A" 0 SK defined by 
VK = {SEA" OSKI|Alto li o V= Oforall 
i = 1, 2, ..., e such that ki 2}. (7.13) 
Observe that if S belongs to At r SK-, Alt - 7' - S E A+l 0 SK--ei 
and hence the condition Alt o ri o S = 0 implies that 
ra S(ya(l)q ya(2)9 . ya(f); x1; ..; Xi- 1; ya(f + ); ..; Xf) = 09 
aES e+ I 
(7.14a) 
where Yi is the ki-tuple (7.12). If we designate the components of S by 
5OI 02 .. I0eAiA2' Ae', where Ai' is the multi-index (ai, 2 j, *. * . i ki) 
then the condition of (7.13) is also equivalent to 
Alt(ol 92 ...feai2) 5OI 02 
. Aj A2 -Ae = 0. (7.14b) 
Finally, if S E VK we define I (S) E 5K to be the multi-linear map 
with components 
[j(S)]AIA2 .e A y= m SymI2 . SymS1l2 e1A2A1 2'-A- .A' (7.15) 
Alternatively, since I (S) is uniquely determined by the values [I (S)] 
(xl; x2; ...; Xe), the map I(S) is also defined by 
; (X) =S(X1,X2, .. . X;Xl;X2; ... ;Xe). (7.16a) 
Now in view of (7.15) it is easily seen that 
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[t(S)(X1; ..;X-l; Y;xi+l; ; e 
lk; 
= _ 9 ... xi-19 yj,x +l ...,XQ;X;...X 1; 
y19 y2 .. yj-19 yj+19 ... ., yki; Xi+ 1; ... .;XI); (7.16b) 
where Y is the ki-tuple (Y1, y2, ..., yki). Consequently, if we now 
take Y to be any ki-tuple consisting of the vectors X1, X2, ... ., xi- , 
Xi+1, ... , Xe then the right-hand side of this last equation vanishes by 
virtue of the fact that S E A e 0 5K and is therefore skew-symmetric in 
its first 2 arguments. This proves that '(S) has symmetry property Pi 
for each i = 1, 2, ..., 2 and so ' defines a mapping from VK into UK. 
The following theorem constitutes the main technical result of this 
section. 
THEOREM 7.2. The mapping I: VK -_ UK is a vector space iso- 
morphism. 
In particular, ' is surjective so that given a map T E UK, there 
exists a map S E VK such that 'I(S) = T. When taken in conjunction 
with equation (7.15) and Theorem 7.1 this remark yields the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let TAlA2 At represent the components of a multi- 
linear map T E SK which enjoys the symmetry property Pi for each 
i = 1, 2, ..., 2. 
(i) If 2 s m, then TAIA2... A can be expressed uniquely in the form 
TA1A2 ... Ae = SYMASYMA * SYMA e l 2 1 * * * el lA l A2 '- **A e', (7.17) 
where 51I 2 ...eAi 'A2' --Ae' represent the components of a multi-linear 
map S E Ae 0 5K which satisfy (7.14)for all i = 1, 2, ..., 2 such that 
ki > 2. 
(ii) If 2 > m then TA1A2.. Ae vanishes. 
Because of the lengthy nature of the proof of Theorem 7.2 it is 
advisable to briefly outline the main steps of our argument. To this end, 
let T E SK and define 4(T) to be the multi-linear map 
4(T) = Alto - 0r w-l o ... o 7r 1 oT. 
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Clearly 4)(T) E Ac 0 SK and, in view of (7.10) and (7.11), we have that 
[(b(T)](Y', Y2g.. ye ; Xl; X2; ... .; X{) 
E sgnaT(Yl,(I); Y2 (2); ...; Ye (0) (7.18) 
c7ESe ()'aC 
where Yi/ is the ki-tuple of vectors Y.' = (Y', xi, XX, . X. ,X). Further- 
more, the components of 4) (T) are given by 
[4b(T)]alla2l ...elAA'A2' --A ' = Alt( 1 1. 1) TA1A2-..A. 
Now in view of the relations 
Alt o 1o - Alt oi r = Alt oi 1o i =Alt o ir o 7r for i ? j 
and 
Alt O -n-1 = 0 
it is readily established that Alt oi o 4 = 0. Thus, on account of 
(7.13), 4) restricts to a map 4b: UK VK. 
The proof of Theorem 7.2 can now be described in terms of two 
main steps. Step one, which encompasses Lemmas 7.1-7.4, consists of 
showing that the map 4):UK -_ VK is injective. This implies that 
dim UK c dim VK and consequently any injective mapping from 
VK to UK is necessarily an isomorphism. Accordingly step two, which 
encompasses Lemmas 7.5-7.7, is to prove that I is an injection. 
Step one. In order to establish the injectivity of 4), we introduce 
maps 
Xi j:SK 5-, K+ej-ei 
for j ? i by setting 
[oi '(T)](X1 ;X2; ;XC)= T(Xl; ...; Xi-l;Xi . . . ;Xe), (7.19) 
where T E 5K and Xj1 is the ki-tuple 
Xi= (X', Xi, xi, Xi) (7.20) 
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Explicitly, oai'(T) is the multi-linear map with components 
[a ji(T])A I * *Aj_ I aj 1 a + lAj+ I * Ai_ I a,1ai2 * o,,ki lAi+ I * A c 
Sym(,X I, 29 ..... kJ+l) TAI Aj*.A Ai-clai kjI+lIc li2 ... cliki-lAi+ ... A (7.21) 
or equivalently 
()](XI; ... ;Xj-1; yl, y2, ..., yki+1;Xj+l; .. 
k +1 1 1./+ 
- k+ 1 r=E T(X1; ... ;Xi-' y;lY , yr-1 yr+1 
-ki + 1 r 1' .......,,,*t ........,*t 
ykj+ l Xj+.il* * Xi- 1 * yr xi, xi, 
Xi XI+ . ; .XI). (7.22) 
Observe that if Pl, P2, .., pe are non-negative integers such that 
P1 + P2 + * * + pe= ki and pi = 0, then 
[ai 1)Pl ? (ay.2)P2 o * (af)Pe(T)(X1; ; Xi-l;' Xi+'; ...; X) 
= T(Xl; ... ; Xi-'; Y; Xi+l; X; , 
where Y is the ki -tuple of vectors consisting of Pr occurrences of the 
vector Xr. In view of (7.5), this clearly demonstrates that T has property 
Pi if and only if 
(o l)P1 . (U.2)P2 . 0 (ozif)Pe(T) = 0 (7.23) 
for all P1, P2, ..., pe as above. In particular, if aoii(T) = Ofor each 
value of j, then T necessarily has property Pi. Finally we extend the 
definition of aiJ to the mapping 
k kK k SK+ej-ei 
aij : (?0 E*) 0 S - (0 E*) Kee 
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defined, in analogy with (7.19), by 
[Uij(T)T(YY, y2 . . ., yk; XX; X2; ; X XX 
= 1 T Yl 2 Yk;x 1. .xi-1;.sisi 
Xi; XI+l; ; Xe). (7.24) 
Our first lemma relates the kernel of the maps aii to those multi- 
linear maps in UK. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let T E SK. Iffor fixed i and all j 4 i 
agi1(T) = 0, 
then T E UK. In particular, if ki = 1 and T has property Pi, then 
T E UK. 
Proof. To prove that T E UK, we must show that T has property 
Ph for each h = 1, 2, ..., 2. We have already noted that a?i'(T) = 0 
implies that T has property Pi and so it remains to consider the case 
where h ? i. 
To this end let p1, P2 ..., 2p be any nonnegative integers such 
that p1 + P2 + * * * + pe = kh and Ph = 0 and let Y be the kh-tuple 
of vectors which contains Pr entries of the vector Xr for 1 c r c 2. 
Then to prove that T has property Ph we must show that 
T(Xl . ..;Xhl; y;Xh+l; . ; Xf) = 0. (7.25) 
Since ceih (T) = 0 by hypothesis, it follows from (7.22) that 
kh+l 
E T(Xl; ..; Xh-1; ylg y29 . yr-1, yr+1,.. Ykh+l; Xh+l; 
r=1 
; X-1; yr Xi, Xi, ... Xi; xi+; 1...;X)=O 
In this equation set 
(Y1, y2, ..., Ykh) = Y and ykh+l = Xi 
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to arrive at the equation 
(pi + 1)T(X'; . . .; Xh-1; y; Xh+l; ; Xe) 
+ S p1T(X'; . . .; Xh"1; yj; Xh+1; Xi-1; 
j=l 
j??i,h 
X1i; XI+; ... ;XI) = 0, (7.26) 
where YIi is the kh -tuple obtained from Y by increasing the number of 
occurrences of Xi in Y by 1 and by decreasing the number of occurrences 
of XJ in Y by 1. Here X1 is the ki-tuple (7.20). However, in view of 
(7.19) and the fact that oiI (T) = 0 it follows that 
T(X'; .. .; X' l; Yi; Xh+x; . .; Xi-l;X ; 1+1; . x 
= [cxi'(T)](X'; . . . h ; y; Xh+l ; ; ;') 
=0 
in which case (7.26) simplifies to (7.25), as required. D 
We continue by establishing various commutation relationships 
between the maps cx1i and 1'. 
LEMMA 7.2. The maps cx1i and ri satisfy the following relations: 
(i). xii it = ai cx11 provided ki > 2; (7.27) 
(ii) ait cxi = cx11 a - providedj ?1 j' (7.28) 
and provided ki > 2 ifj' = i; and 
(iii) 7r'o? a'i ka + l+ kj + 1 T (7.29) 
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are self-evident. To establish part (iii), 
first let T E SK. Then (wr o ai)(T) belongs to E* 0 SK-ei and, on 
account of (7.11) and (7.22), is given by 
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[(ax ? ajJ)(T)](Y; 2 ; . x 
= [xi'(T)](X1; ...; X-1; Y, X', ..Xi;Xi+1; ... XI) 
Tkj ?1 *(X; *; X 1; Y, X',X', .Xi ,X';X'; . . 
T k ~(Xl; .. w1(T +i kxiiT)( ; xi+ XI xi. Xe) 
kj + 1 
Xi xi xi . xi; xi+';.. *XI) 
X~ ~~~~Y ,X,xi ... . x;i+1 
+ kj+1T(Xl; .. .X;.. .X-; YXi -i ................ X;XI+lX) 
kj+1 
k ,j + 1 .(oei , 7ri)(T) + kj + 1 '(T) (y; XI; X 2; ... .; XI). 
If T E (?k E*) 0 SK then in view of (7.24) the foregoing calculation can 
obviously be repeated without modification to conclude that 
[7rj a1ij(T)](Y1, y2, . ., yk Y; X; X2; ; Xt) 
= Lk1 k 1 cxi1 o ir'(T) + k + 1 ri(T)j 
(yl , y2. yk y; XI; X2; ... ; XI) 
This proves part (iii). D 
Our next result establishes the injectivity of 4D on a certain subspace 
of SK. 
LEMMA 7.3. The maps b and cxi' satisfy: 
(i) ker(aci a4) = ker(P a cx1i) (7.30) 
provided ki> 2; and 
(ii) ker f( f kerai) = 0, (7.31) 
where nfkj >ki keraiJ indicates the intersection of all keraiJ for which 
j ? i and kj 2 ki. 
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Proof. To prove part (i), we invoke (7.28), (7.29) and the fact that 
Alt ri 0 iri = 0 to find that 
cxJ-o k = +1iJo Alt o 7ro Jr 0 o .. . .r 
1 + 
+Alt o Arlt ire ? ijo j w ... 0 7r1 
k. 
= Alto ireo 1 ..j+l I 7r4iJ *o I 0 7, 
kj + 1 
+ 1 Alt o 7r e 0 * j l o i o............... o #7 
k1+1 kj + 1 
This clearly implies that 
ker(ai1 o 4k) = ker(4k o aii). 
To prove (ii) let T E ker4p n (nk.>ki keraii). Then by virtue of 
(7.18) with YJ = Xi, T satisfies 
E sgnuT(X1 a(); X2 02); ... ; XI`0)) = 0, (7.32) 
aYESe c() () 
where Xji is the ki-tuple (7.20). By using the fact that T also belongs to 
the kernel of aic for j ? i and kj > ki we will show that 
sgnuT(X1(1); Xar(2); .. .; X'a(>) = c(a)T(X1; .. .; X.), (7.33) 
where c(a) is a positive number depending on the choice of the permuta- 
tion a. The substitution of (7.33) into (7.32) then yields 
T(X'; X2; .. ; XI) = o 
which establishes (ii). 
We prove (7.33) as follows. Since aiJ (T) = 0 for all i ? i such that 
kj ? ki we may infer from (7.29) that 
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(aiJ? r)(T) = r1 w(T) (7.34) 
k. 
for all j ? i such that kj 2 ki. The derivation of (7.33) consists of 
systematically using (7.34) to undo the effects of the permutation a on 
the arguments of T. To begin, let 
kil >- kj2 2 . . . k if 
represent the components k1, k2, ..., k e of K, written in decreasing 
order. Let j, = o(il) and let us suppose that j] ? i1. Then kj, 2 ki, in 
which case we can use (7.34) to arrive at 
T(X or(l,; . . .. X11o(il ); ... .; Xjlr( jl); . ..; X arm)) 
= T(X10r(1) .. Xii 9 Xii 9 . . . 9 xi'; . ; Xa l)s i ...s .h ... Xf f 
= [(a(il' 7.1i)(T)](X I ) Xa(l); Xi; ... Xil; .. ; Xtag)) 
= 1 [i(T)](x'V(j ); X . Xi; ... Xjl; ... ; X 
= k T(X',,(,); ... X",g(.il); ... Xhl; ... X",g(()). 
J11 
If we let Py = a o (i1, jI), where (i1, jI) denotes the transposition which 
interchanges iI with j, then the result of the foregoing calculation can be 
expressed as 
sgna T(X',(l,; X2 a(2); .. * ; Xear(ed 
- sgny 
T(X1Y(1); X2y(2); ... .; Xye()). (7.35) 
If, contrary to our original supposition, jI = iI, then let y = a and 
(7.35) remains valid, apart from the multiplicative constant 1/kj1. 
In either case, jI is now a fixed point of yy, i.e. j] = 'y(j I). We now 
repeat this argument with j2 in place of jl. Either 12 is a fixed point of 
ey or it is not. If it is, let r = y and proceed to the integer j3. If it is not 
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let j2 = 'y(i2). Then i2 ? 12 and moreover i2 ? jI since j] 1 j2 and j] 
is a fixed point of y. Thus kj ? k - and we can repeat the calculation 
leading to (7.35) to deduce that 
sgnuT(X l(); X a(2); ... ; X e(Q) = sgnr T(X 1(l); X T(2); XeT(e)) 
where r = y (i2, 1j2). In either case, both j, and j2 are fixed points of r. 
By continuing in this manner we arrive at (7.33) which proves (ii). D 
LEMMA 7.4. The map p: UK -+ VK iS injective. 
Proof. Fix integers e and M 2 e and set 
XC = {K = (k, . .,k) ki are positive integers and E ki M}. 
Define a partial ordering on JC as follows. If K = (k , ..., ke) and 
J = (jI, .. ., je) belong to JC, let K 2 J if K = J or if, when the com- 
ponents of K and J are written in decreasing order, say 
kil >- ki2 >. *i 2> kif 
and 
Ih1 2 jh2 2 I * 2 jhc 
ki, = 1h1, ki2 = 1h2, . ., kip-, = jhp-1 but kip > jhp for some 
p = 1, 2, ..., e. The relation 2 determines a partial ordering on the 
set JC and it is easily seen that the e-tuples 
K+(r) = el + e2 + * * + (M-Q + 1)er + + ee 
are the maximal elements of JC. 
Since JC is a finite set, the validity of the lemma can be established by 
(i) proving its validity for each K(r), and 
(ii) proving its validity for some fixed K, assuming the validity of 
the lemma for all K' > K. 
The validity of (i) follows directly from Lemma 7.3. Indeed, if 
T E UK(r) then T has property Pi for each i = 1, 2, . . ., e which in this 
situation implies that cix (T) = 0 for all ? P i such that kj 2 ki. Conse- 
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quently if 4(T) = 0, we may conclude immediately from (7.31) that 
T= 0. 
To prove (ii), let T be a multi-linear map belonging to UK for 
which (T) = 0. Now fix integers i and j such that i ? j and kj > k 
and let P = (P1, P2, *.., pe) be any e-tuple of nonnegative integers 
such that IPI -P + P2 + + pe ' ki -1 and pi = 0. We claim 
that the map 
T(P) = (ca l)Pl o (Ca 2)P2 ? *0 (cxie)Pe a cxi'(T) 
vanishes, i.e. 
T(P) = 0. (7.36) 
To establish (7.36), we shall employ a second induction argument, 
this time on IPj. If IPI = ki- 1, then in view of (7.23) T(P) = 0 
because T E UK and consequently enjoys property Pi. 
Now let us suppose that (7.36) is valid for all e-tuples P = 
(PI, P2, ..., pe) such that PI = p + 1 and proceed to prove (7.36) 
for any e-tuple P such that IPj = p. Let T = T(P). The induction 
hypothesis implies that aixh(T) = 0 for all h ? i. By appealing to Lemma 
7. 1, we can now conclude that T E UK, where K' = (k 1', k2', . . ., ke'), 
kh' = kh + Ph for h ? i, h ? j, ki' = ki- p - 1 and kj' = 
kj + pj + 1. Since kj 2 ki, it follows that K' > K. Since (T) = 0 
we can invoke (7.30) to conclude that 4(T) = 0 and thus, by the original 
induction hypothesis stated in (ii), deduce that T = 0. This proves 
(7.36). 
Finally, with P = (0, 0, ..., 0), (7.36) becomes axiJ(T) = 0. Since 
this equation holds for all i ? j such that kj 2 ki, we may invoke 
(7.31) once more to conclude that T = 0. This proves the lemma. LI 
Step two. To establish the injectivity of I we first define, for each 
integer j between 1 and e, maps 
fi :Ar (0 SK -+Ar-1 (0 sK+ej 
by the equations 
[0J(s)](y = Y y2, ..., yr-l;Xl;X2; y..;Xx) 
=s (yI, y2l . yr-1, xj; XI; X2; ..;Xe), (7.37) 
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where S E Ar 0 SK. Since A' 0 SK c SK, where K is the (r + e)-tuple 
K = (1, 1, ..., 1, kl, k2, ..., ke) we may treat S as a multi-linear 
map belonging to SK in which case a comparison of (7.37) with (7.19) 
shows that fV (S) = arr+j(S). Thus, in view of (7.22), fj(S) is given 
explicitly by 
y y S(yr . .. Xyr j-1Zi;xl; ...; X i ; 
=l k + 1 
zl 
. zj-1,Z zj+l zkj+1 ;X-i+1; .. .;Xe). (7.38) 
Next, for 1 < s < e let (I1, j2, *., j,) be an s-tuple of distinct 
integers between 1 and e and define 
4)tjl j2 .s:Ar 0 SK -* Au 0 At 0 S K-eij -ej2- , -es 
where u = r + s - t, by 
[4:DJIJ2 ..Js(S)](yI, y2 yu; ZI Z2, .'Zt; XI;; X2. xf) 
= sgnS(Y ,a(l) ya(2) ycr(r-t) Zl, z2 zt; 
u ! aESU 
, a(l) , a(2),; ; Jo"), (7,39) 
where XU(i) is the ki-tuple defined by Xa(i) = (yc(rt+i) xI, x , ..., XI) 
if i E {UI, j2, . s. . } and X = (Xi, Xi, ... Xi) otherwise. For ex- 
ample, if S E A3 0 S(2,2,2) then 
[,pI23(S)](yI' y2' y3' y4; ZI; XI; X2; X3) 
1 1: sgnrS(Ya(I), ya(2), zl; X1; ya(3), x2; ya(4), x3) 
-! a[rE7S4 
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and 
[4z:,2123(S)](YI, Y2, y3, y4; zl, z2; Xl; X2; X3) 
4! S sgnuS(Ya(l), zl, Z2; ya(2), xl; ya(3), x2; ya(4), X3). 
Also, observe that when t = 0, s = Q and ji = i for i = 1, 2, ..., 
(7.39) becomes 
[(i) 12 .. (S)](yl y2 . ,yr+s; xl; x2;. . ;X ) 
__ 1 LcYa(2) ya(r). xI (r + e)! aESr+ e a(r+ 1 
x2 a(r+2); *.*.* Xea(r+e))9 (7.4) 
where Xj' is the ki-tuple Xj1 = (Yj, Xi, Xi, ..., X'). Once again, 
because Ar 0 SK c SK, we may treat S as an element of SK in which 
case a comparison of (7.18) and (7.40) shows that the maps 
(o 12 * -:eAr 0 SK Ar+e 0 SK- 
and 
P:SKf- Ar+' & SK- 
agree on the subspace A r 0 SK, i.e. 
(Do 12 .* e(S) = 4p (S) (7.41) 
for all S E Ar 0 SK. 
The commutation relations between the maps fJ and 4tjlj2 is are 
given in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 7.5. The maps I3J and Ytjlj2 .is satisfy: 
(i) Ijj2-.. s o oi = f3 o 4Pj1j2 .is (7.42) 
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ifj {Jl, j2, * j*, j}; and 
k 
(i til2j?i k + 1 S t+I 
+ _l-+ z -- 'i- IJi+ I'JiS (7.43) 
kJ + 1 
ifj= jiforsome1 < i < s. 
Proof To establish (i), we must prove that 
(4thilJ2 'Jis o 03i)(S) =- (f3' o JJ+il S)(S) (7.44) 
for each S E Ar 0 5K. To this end we may assume, without loss in 
generality, that (U1, j2, *.., js) = (1, 2, ..., s) because (7.42) can 
always be recast into the form 
(D 12- -s (S) - (.s o 12 )(S) (7.45) 
by a simple rearrangement of the arguments X 1 X29 ..., XI of S. We 
now calculate using equations (7.37) and (7.39): 
[( 12-s a I32)(S)](Y, y2 Yu-l;zl,z2 zt;X ;X2; I ;X) 
(u 1)! E sgnjI[0j(S)](YU(l), yar(2) yar(r-t-1),zl,z2 zt; 
Xar(r-t) . ... Xa(u-.;X) 
= (ug _ 1)! aES sgnaS(Y1, Y ,.yur(2) y,r(r-t-1 ,Z1,Z2, ... ,Z Xj, 
xl I X%0-* XS+I * ..* Xi; .. X') 
= 12 
...s(S)](yl y2 yu-l;Zl,Z2, zt . ;) 
= [O l2s(S)](yl ,Y2 ..., yu-;Z,Z2, ..Zt;Xl;X2; ;XI) 
This proves (7.45). 
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The derivation of (7.43) (with ( I, I2, *. . js) = (1, 2 .*., s)) is 
similar. We use (7.38) in place of (7.37) to compute as follows: 
[t 12-*.. s oj(S)](yl , y2 ., yu-1;Z1 ,Z2, .Zt;Xl;X2; . ;X) 
( -1)! sgn j(S)](yUI), yei(2) 
..., 
ye(r-t-l) zl,z2, zt; 
1ar(r-t); *.. * *;X'(r-t+j- 1);**; Xsa(u -1); 
x1 . xs 
XS+. ;Xe) 
= (u-i) 1 S sgna {k1 + 1 S(Ya(0, ye(2) 
... yeY(r-t-l),zl,z2 
sgnor s 9 ... .. ;X9 zt, gxi; xa(r-t); ... *;Xja(r-t+j-1); *** 
Xsa(u -1); xS 
+ 
*.*.* J 
+ s(ya(l)' ya(2) .. yia(r-t-l),zl,z2, 
zt, ya(r-t+j-l); xlc(r-t); 
* ;Xsa(u -1);xS+l; ... ;X)3 
kj +1 12 ... s (S)](yl y2 * ... yu-l;zl,z2,* . Zt,Xj,Xl;X2; ... X 
k+ k1 t+1[ 
= (1)it+ 
L k 1+ 1 s R (S)+ I .. k,+1] 
(Y', , yul ;z',z2, ... ,Z';XZ ;X2; ... ;Xl)2 
as required. D 
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Now define, again for distinct integers J = (il, j2, **, ij) between 
1 and e, maps AIJVK +A-s 0 SK +e+e+ +e by 
4" = Ii1i2- iJs = sgny JI 0(312 o .. 0 . 3is, 
where Py E S, is the permutation which puts the tuple (I , i2, j.., s) in 
increasing order. If S E VK, then in view of (7.37), j Ji I2 is(S) is given by 
[1q1J- i J s(S)](YI, y2 9 .. ** ye-s ; XI; X2 ; .. * ; Xe ) 
= sgn'y .S(Y', y2, ..., yS>Xji,2X12, ..., Xs; 
xl; x2; . . .; x). (7.46) 
From this equation and from (7.16) it now follows that for any permuta- 
tion (i , 12, ... , je) the equation 
4fi1i2 ...= e (7.47) 
holds. Note also that 'J is just the identity map on VK when s = 0. 
With the next lemma at our disposal it will be easy to establish the 
injectivity of I and hence complete the proof of Theorem 7.2. 
LEMMA 7.6. For all 0 < s < e and S E VK , the maps b and 
4JIlJs Js satisfy 
(41 o qf1112 JJs)(S) = 0. (7.48) 
Proof. It will suffice to show that for all S E VK 
Pt' i I2 q(S) = 0 (7.49) 
whenever q - t 2 1. To see this first note that since 4D = (Do12 ' we 
have the equation 
(4D o *J1i2 -is)(S) = (4pol2 ... (3 2 0 ...0 o3s)(S) 
Now repeatedly apply the commutation relations of Lemma 7.5 to 
the right-hand side of this equation and observe that each time 1,Ji'.2 :is 
is commuted with (3i the result is an expression in which either the 
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tuple (Ii, i2, j.. i) is decreased in length by 1 or in which the value 
of the parameter t is increased by 1. Since s < Q it thus follows that 
(4P a 'J1I2 ..is)(S) can be expressed as some linear combination of terms 
of the form ohl, a h2 a ... a fhp o 4tili2 ..iq(S), where q - t > 1. Due 
to (7.49), each of these terms vanish and hence (P a *IJ1J2 Js)(S) = 0, 
as required. 
To prove (7.49), we may assume with no loss in generality that 
(11, 2, js) = (1, 2, ... .,s) so that (7.49) becomes simply 
bt12.. s(S) = 0. (7.50) 
Note that since S E VK, we have by (7.14), that 
(Alt o ar 0 S)(Y1l y2, . ., X 2; . .; X) 
=( + - ) sgnuS(Ya('), yac(2) ya(f); ya(f+ l) 
XI, XI XI; x2. * 
=0. (7.51) 
Our proof of (7.49) proceeds by induction on t. When t = 0, it 
follows from (7.39) that 
[4(,o12. "q(S)](yl } 2, y2 *, ye+q;Xl;X2; ... .;X) 
(= + q! sgnr S ( Ya'), ye(2), ya(f); ya(Q+ l) X 1 X 1 X 1; 
Xar(e+2); . ;xar(f+q); x+;...; Xe) 
_ 1 ( 1 (Q + q)! a sgnor (Q + 1)! E sgn'y + )!OESe?q (f+1!YESe+l 
sgn,y * S (Y a('Y( )) ya(y(2)) yo(y(Q); Ya(.Y(f+l)) 
XI XI' .,XI;X2 ar(+2); ... .; Xq ar(e+q); 
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- (e + q)! a sgncr u(Alt o r' o S) + q)! aESI+ 
(ya(l), ya(2 ya(e+1); . xlX2 W (+2); ...* 
Xq ar(+q); Xq+ ; ... .;X ) 
=0. 
This proves (7.50) (and hence (7.49)) for t = 0. 
Let us now fix the value of t and assume that (7.49) is valid for t 
replaced by t - 1. Since S E VK is skew-symmetric in its first e argu- 
ments, it is readily deduced from (7.51) that 
Q-t+ 1 
E (_jl)j+IS(y1 -.9 yj-19 yj+lg . yQ-t+1l Zlg Z29 ..Zt; j=I 
yjg XI XI .. XI; X2 . xe) 
+ E (_j)j+e-tS(yI y2, ..., YQ-t+lZ1 . zj- zj+ .. zt 
j=l 
Zi, Xl, XI, ... XI; X2; . Xe) = 0 
or equivalently 
1 sgn'y.S(Y'Y(l) yy(2), .. y y(e-t) zl z2, . .,Zt; 
(e - t) TESf-t+l 
y7(e-t+l)gX xl Xl, ... ., XI; X2; ... .; x{ 
- (l)(t+) 1) l 
ssgny S(Y', y2, ..., ye-t+l >Z(l) Zy(2) (... ,); (t - )!YESt 
XI.;X). (7.52) 
From the definition of (Pt 12 * s we have 
[4,t12 ..s 5 yl, y2, yQ+s-t, zl I, zt. xl. x2 * [t (5)](y y, . . ., y+ , z, Z, 
..y., , Z t; , .Z., Z ;X 
1g+s-t)! ef5 sgnor 5(ye(l), yY(2) .. y.Q?-t) zl .2 t (+ s -t)! GESe+s-t 
ya(e-t+l),Xl,Xl, ... 9X1;X2 a(-t+2); 
.X s .xsl. 
..Xe W- aQt +s) Xs + I JXI 
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+ S- sgn 
{ 
(s-n+ 1)! t) 1ES+S -I U - t -f-)lyESf-t?i 
- s9n-yS( Y`('l)), ya(,y(2)) ya(,Y(f-t)) 
z I Z2, t. . yo,(-,(f-t+ 1)), X 1 
xil 
.XI;X2 O-+) . 
, . 5 +, , d-+ **f 
XW(e-t+s); .,x 
We now substitute into this last equation from (7.52) to obtain 
[(bj2t .(S)j(y1, Y2, ... y.stZ,2 ..,tX X2 .. ; I 
(I1)e-t+t(f- - t+ 
(t -1)y(St 
sgny {? e - sgna-S(Y'(l),y,(2), yr(ftf ) (f+ wuESe+,-t 
Z(M) Z-y(2), Zy(t- 1), Zy(t), 




- (-1)t '(f-l(tl! t + I) ? 23 ... 
(t - ) TES, 
(yl y2, yY'2, .. .,yY+st; Z(1), Z .(2) Z(. , Z ); Z" ( xI , x . 
Our induction hypothesis implies that 423 .. (S) = 0 and consequently 
each term in this last equality vanishes. This proves that 4 t 12 s(S) = 0 
and completes our derivation of (7.49). n 
LEMMA 7.7. The map 'I: VK - UK iS injectiVe. 
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Proof. Let A, be the set of s-tuples J = (jI, i2, j.., I) such that 
the components ji are distinct integers between 1 and f. To prove that 
kert = 0, it will suffice to show that for each 0 < s s < -1 
n (ker*J) c: n (ker*J). (7.53) 
JEAS+1 JEAS 
To see that this is sufficient observe that nfEAO (kerIJ) = ker (identity 
map on VK) = 0 and that, on account of (7.47), kerI = njEA kerIJ. 
Hence, there is the inclusion kerIC: njfAO (kerIJ) = 0. 
To prove (7.53), let S E VK be a multi-linear map belonging to 
nJEA +l (kerIJ), i.e. suppose 
oil o (J2 o ... o OJs+l(S) = 0 (7.53) 
for all J = (j1, j2, ... , j+1) E A,+1,. For a fixed s-tuple (j1, j2, ..,i s ) 
EA letT==Oiloi2o iso Ois(S).ThenTEA S j2+ 
and, because of the preceding equation, Oi(T) = 0 for eachj = 1, 2, ..., f 
i.e. 
T(Y1, y29 .. yl-S 1, Xj; Xl; X2; ... ; X{) = 0. 
When this result is taken in conjunction with the fact that T is skew- 
symmetric in its first f - s arguments, it follows that T has property 
Pefs, Therefore by Lemma 7.1, T belongs to UK, where K is the 
(2Q - s)-tuple (1, ..., 1, k1, k2, ..., kr), where ki = ki if i E 
{ji, ]j2 * ., jf} and ki = ki- 1 otherwise. By Lemma 7.6, 4(T) = 0 
which in turn implies, in view of Lemma 7.4, that T = 0, i.e. 
11 o /32 o ... o iI(S) = 0, 
for each fixed but arbitrary s-tuple (Il j2, ., sj) E A, This shows 
that S E kerIJ for each J E A. which establishes (7.53). D 
This completes our proof of Theorem 7.2 and consequently we can 
now return to the problem of characterizing the sheafs gkj. 
Let w E 53jkq. The dual of w, denoted by * w, is an alternating 
m-q tensor defined in local coordinates by 
(4G)"l ...=r 1 e-l rgl qool 
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where C_ I 1 ar.il .q is the permutation symbol and r + q = m. As is 
well-known, this formula may be inverted to yield 
) = ! [kaj .art...1q(*a))i 'r]dt'l A ... A dt0q. (7.54) 
Let K be the f-tuple consisting of r l's and f - r k's, i.e. K = 
(1, ..., 1, k, ..., k) and let TA1 Ae denote the components of the 
(f - r)th partial derivative of * w with respect to xi... ak' i.e. let 
ci1...Ck 
TA 1A2 * *Ace = aAr+1 . aAr+2 ... a, Al,[( * )al ar ] (7 55) 
1r+ I 1r+2 K 
" 5  
for fixed values of ir+ 1 ir+2, ...., if. (Recall that Ai is the multi-index 
{I i1 ... li ki} and that in the present situation ki = 1 for i c r and 
ki = k for i > r so that Ai = ail for i < r.) 
LEMMA 7.8. Let wD E 63 q for some q < m and let T be defined by 
(7.55). If Dw E (E k then T has property Pifor each i = 1, 2, ..., 1Q. 
Proof. If w Er (U, 63kjq), then in local coordinates 
Dw = [a0q+1 102. ... + x3q+ 1(aiCl)f32 ..q ) 
+ *** + Xajl .aklkq+l(ai ...q) 
* dtl A dtO2 A . . . A dt0q+l. 
If Dw E r(uE , 63kq+'), then the last term in this equation must vanish 
identically in which case a simple calculation shows that * w must satisfy 
Sym aial a.[( *k )al a2 1 ar2. ] = 0. 
(al-,. . ak ,ail) 
From this equation and the fact that (* co)a"1 a2 I...arI is totally skew- 
symmetric in the indices a? l, ..., a9 1 it now follows that T has property 
Pl. Since k, = 1, we appeal to Lemma 7.1 to conclude that T has 
property Pi for each i. D 
We are at last in a position to prove Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let d3Yq= {=w E 6q I DwE G3 q+Al'}. We 
have already remarked that gk q C 6Aq and hence part of the theorem 
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will follow automatically if we prove that each w Er (U, 3k q) is of the 
form (2.10). Let TA1A2 Ae be defined as in (7.55). Then by Lemma 
7.8, TA1 Ae has property Pi for each i = 1, 2, . . ., f in which case we 
may apply part (ii) of the corollary to Theorem 7.2 to conclude that 
a~r+l a~r+2 . .. a,.Ae[ ol1 i1.. r 1r+ 1 1r+2 * [( * L)al'a2' a l= O 
for all f > m. Consequently (* w) is a polynomial in the variables 
Xiaja2.. ak of degree no greater than m - r = q and can therefore be 
uniquely expressed in the form 
(*" 1)a1 a21 * *ar = (*C,O)AlA2 * *Ar 
= AlA2 ArAr+lAr+2 Ae 
- 
T il i2 
...ie 
*XilAr+ 1 Xi2Ar+2 ... XAe Q (7.56) 
Here each coefficient is independent of x *ak' i.e. 
T 2Al -ArAr+lAr+2 .Ac Er (U, Q?o ); 
enjoys property Pi for each i = 1, 2, ..., f; and is symmetric with 
respect to the interchange of the multi-indices {At, it } and {A, iu } for 
all r + 1 ? t < u c e. 
We now use formula (7.17) in (7.56) and then substitute (7.56) into 
(7.54) to arrive at 
=-r L r !11 al l w wltr'a'r ac'A. .7qs i 1 ' l'r+- ... A ] 
*XAr+ XA.+2. XA ledtYl A dt2 ... Adt (7.57) 
XAr+i XAr+2 e're .. e 
Here each coefficient Si1 A r+C *AQ is independent of x1a. ak; satis- 
fies (7.14); is skew-symmetric in the indices ao , CZ eI and skew- 
symmetric with respect to the interchange of the multi-indices {At', it }, 
{A"', iu} for all r + 1 c t < u c Q. The symmetrizations SymA 1 
SymA+2 ... , SymA, occurring in (7.17) are implicit in (7.57) on account 
of the symmetries of xr+II, x 2, .. .,lr2 
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Let 
WA'r+l.. Ae' ._ !s! Sae2 * aeA'r+I.. Ae' 
ir+I.. ieg** . - q! a1 U2 * uf'Ol . s ir+1...ie 
where s = m - Q. Then by virtue of various elementary properties of 
the permutation symbol and the generalized Kronecker delta (see Love- 
lock and Rund [21], p. 109), it is found that 
I s I .. CirIlIr+l ... cilA'r+l ...Ae 
ar 'Yl**'Yq ir+ l ... I 
= 1e abl ar alr+l ..elsCilc2 aeA'r+1 . Ae' 
f! taol ... r 'Yl 'Yq U1U2 . - -r+* I - le 
r! alr+1l* .il*.O S l aeA'r+1.. Ae' 
f!s! 'Y1 Y2 * * *yq s r* 
.. 
*e 4i * Os r+1 *i 
r ! il r+l .. i 1 ... O1s WAir+l .. Aels i 
q Y 1Y72 
' 
yq *jr l..iei..O 
in which case (7.57) can be rewritten in the form 
= W i __ ~ir+l r r+1 eidtalr+l A*** \A dtacl A dtA 
r* . *A*+ 
. 
XAe 
Since xi, a2* . a dtal = Dx1a2...ak, relabeling multi-indices and the 
index of summation in this last equation leads directly to (2.10). Finally, 
Bi"..Br i the various properties of WJ I .. rl... enunciated in the statement of 
Theorem 2.1 follow directly from the aforementioned properties of 
Sal 1 * aieAr+l * Ae'. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. C: 
8. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Our analysis of the global inverse prob- 
lem in the calculus of variations will now be completed by proving 
Theorem 4.1. Since this theorem is a purely local result, it suffices to 
establish it with respect to some fixed, but arbitrary, coordinate neigh- 
borhood U C P. Hence, in this section all sheaves are over the set U. 
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Let ta, xi, xi", ..., be the adapted coordinate functions on 
(-X k)-1(U) C pk With respect to this coordinate chart and for integers 
r ? 0 and s ? 0 with q = r + s let Okrs' be the sheaf generated by the 
q-forms obtained from the wedge product of r factors of dxl,1 a2 . ak and 
s factors of dta. Thus if w Er (U, Qkr,) then w is necessarily of the form 
@ = Wili2-* f a- dxAlr A dXA2l2 A ... A dXA ir A dtal 
A dta2 A ... A dts, (8.1) 
where the coefficient of co, viz. WAIA 2 ...A abelongs to r (u, Qk?) and 
is skew-symmetric in the indices a1, Ia2 ... a a. and skew-symmetric in 
the multi-indices (A1, i1), ..., (Ar, ir). Note that if, in addition, the 
coefficient of w is totally trace-free as in the context of Theorem 2. 1, then 
by that theorem12 A(X) = 0 if and only if w = 0. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. 1, we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 8.1. The sheafs gjkq admit the direct sum decomposition 
gkq = 
0 
& Jk' (8.2) 
r+s=q 
where 
cJk = k(Qk-1) 
Note that the decomposition (8.2) is not an invariant one in the 
sense that it is not preserved under a change of coordinates. 
Now observe that if r Er (u, gkJrs,) is given by 
T=TA1A2Ar *. X 1 X 2 A ... A Dxir Adtcl 'r = Tii ia2. .asxl1/ DXA" A2 \***/ DXA ir/\A i12..irailo2 ...c 1 2 r 
A dta2 A ... A dtas 
12Throughout this section , k- 
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then Dr assumes the form 
Dr = [ a A (TilPi2 . aira2. a, + a (Ti 2 ; irca2 a .s)X
a (TIA2 ..A1 
aX 01 0a2 ... k-1(ii* Il2*a) 
(3$**3-( 
*dtoA DxA/ A DXA2L2 A ... A IdXA ir A dtal A dta2 A ... A dtas. 
Consequently, if we define a differential operator a: r (U, Qk) 
r(U, kr+I's)by 
ac, = L a J(W il.2...iAr 2...a s) dXB' A dxA2ll A dxA2l2 
A A  dXA ir A dtal A dta2 A ... A dtas, 
where w Er (U, Ekrs) is given by (8.1), then the last term in the above 
expression for Dr is precisely 0(a7), where X is the canonical lift of r 
(see equation (2.11)). Thus for each r Er (u, Jkkrs) 
Dr = i(a7) + r*, (8.3) 
where r* E r(u, Jkrs'+1). Clearly, a2 = 0 and the subsheafs r(u, ElkO's ) 
r(U, 1k1,s), r(U, Elk2,s), ..., together with the map a constitute a dif- 
ferential complex (P(U, Qk*s), a). This complex is exact by virtue of a 
Poincare-type homotopy and will be very important in the sequel. Again, 
we emphasize that a is a locally defined operator which does not admit a 
global or an invariant definition. 
Now observe that if w Er (u, ikOq), then on account of Lemma 8.1, 
w can be expressed uniquely in the form w = Ert=0 Wt , where each 
wit E P(u, ak tq-t)g 'r ?i 0 and r < q. Furthermore, Dw is a polynomial 
in the variables xi and it is easily seen that the highest occurring 
power of these variables is contained in the expression D&r and equals 
0'(agr), where "ir is the canonical lift of &ir Hence, if Dk E P(U, G3k+j) 
then Dw must be independent of the variables x1 and therefore 
l(axr) = 0. We record this simple observation for future use as 
LEMMA 8.2. Let w = E r=0 w1, where wtt E P(U, kqt- t). If 
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Dc,, E P(U, 63k-1), then b(a(Co,)) = 0, where Cor is the canonical lift 
Of 0r, i.e., "'r = O(Wd) 
While the coefficient of Cor is in the trace-free form dictated by 
Theorem 2.1, a (~r) cannot in general be put in this form and so we 
cannot infer from the equation (a(COr)) = 0 that a(Cr) = 0. The 
proper analysis of the equation ( (ar)) = 0 is a somewhat lengthy 
and technical procedure and therefore, so as not to interrupt the con- 
tinuity of the present discussion, we shall first state the results of this 
analysis as Lemma 8.3 and then immediately use this lemma to prove 
Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 8.3. For r 2 1, s 2 O, k 2 0 and r + s < m - 1, let 
Er (u, Elk rk) and suppose that 4(a (-)) = 0. Then 71 is a-exact, modulo 
a form in the kernel of A. 
Specifically, there are forms r Er (u, krIl s) and, for s 2 1 and 
k 2 1, pi ala2 ak. l kE (U, Ek)r-s-)such that 
(i) if both s 2 l and k 2 1, then 
= aT + Pi I2 k Idx lI2 Ak lk A dtak (8.4a) 
or 
(ii) if either s = O or k = 0, then 
'q = aT. (8.4b) 
It is convenient to reformulate Theorem 4.1 as follows. 
THEOREM 8.1. For k 2 l and 1 < q < m - 1, let w Er (u, Bkq) 
and suppose that Dw Er (u, 6y), where 0 < f < k. Then w belongs to 
r(u, gk q) and admits a decomposition 
X = &,' + Dr. (8.5) 
where w,' E P(u, geq) for f > 0, w,' E r(u, Boq) for f = 0 and 
E r(u, gkq-l) 
Proof. If w Er (U, (33kq) is such that Dw Er (U B q) C r(u, Bkq) 
then, in view of Theorem 2.1, w belongs to r(U, gk,q). Accordingly, we 
can henceforth assume that w Er (u, g,kq). Furthermore, it suffices to 
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establish the decomposition (8.5) for the particular case where f = k - 1, 
since the more general result follows from a simple induction argument. 
To establish the validity of this particular case it is necessary to 
treat the case k = 1 separately. When k = 1, the hypothesis Dw E GO3 
implies that hq(D(w)) = 0, where hq is the homotopy (6.1a), while the 
assumption that w E gjlq implies that hq(w) E gjlq-l. Consequently 
equation (6.3a) becomes 
W = &o + D(hq(c)), (8.6) 
where wo is defined by (6.3c). Clearly wo belongs to 03oq and hence we 
can arrive at (8.5) by setting w' = wo and r = hq(c() in (8.6). 
Now let us prove the theorem true for a fixed value of k 2 2. Let 
E r (u, jk,q) and suppose that Dw Er (u, 3q k- 1). Because of Lemma 
8.1, w can be expressed in the form 
r 
= E (tO (8.7) 
t=O 
where each w,t Er (u, gktq-t), Wr ? 0 and r < q. To show that w de- 
composes into the form (8.5), we use induction on r. 
When r = O we find that w, Er (u, gk Oq) = r(u, (3q k- 1) in which 
case the validity of (8.5) follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Consequently, let us now fix the value of r 2 1 and assume that 
the theorem is true for each w Er (U, gkjq) which can be expressed in 
the form wo = Er- where w,t E P(U, gktq-t). If w is now given by 
(8.7) and D co Er (u, (3Bqk-1), then we can invoke Lemma 8.2 to deduce 
that 1(a(Cor)) = 0, where "'r = k(&Er) E P(u, U,q-r). Since 1 < r < q 
and k 2 2, Lemma 8.3 can be applied to "Or to conclude that 
(or = a + pila2 .kA dx Al a2 ..k-l?k A dtak (8.8) 
where X Er (U, Qr-_Iq-r). (If r = q, the second term is not present). 
On account of (8.3) and the fact that dx' Ala2... ak-lak A dtllk lies in the 
kernel of 4, the application of 4 to (8.8) gives rise to the equation 
(r = Dr - r*, (8.9) 
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where r = ; (X) E P(U, gkq l) and r* E P(U, gkjr-lq-r+l). To complete 
the proof of Theorem 8.1 we substitute (8.9) into (8.7) and apply the 
induction hypothesis on r to the form Er- - T*. D 
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 8.3. If 
-q Er (U, Qkkrs), then 
an E r (u, k r+1s) and so the first step in the analysis of the equation 
0(a-q) = 0 is to classify those elements of r(U, Qkr+ls) which lie in the 
kernel of 0. To proceed in this direction we shall need the following 
lemma which is formulated in the multi-linear algebra context devel- 
oped in section seven. In this lemma K = (kl, k2, ..., ke) is an 
f-tuple of positive integers, I denotes an (C + 1 - q)-tuple of integers 
(i1, i2, . . , ie+i -q ) such that 1 < iI < i2 < * < if+l q < f, E, indi- 
cates the process of summation over all such tuples and 
fK= (ki, k2, . . ., k , 
where ki = ki- 1 if i E {iI, i2, . . ., it'+ I q} and ki = ki otherwise. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let V E AP+q 0 SK, where 1 < q < f and suppose 
that 
V(y1, y2, YP,Xil,X12,. .,Xq; XI;X2; ...;XI) = 0 (8.10) 
for all integers 1 1 i1 < 12 < ... <Iq < 1Q 
(i) If f + p < m, then there exists a collection of multi-linear 
maps V(I) E Ae+P+l 0 SR such that 
V(y, y2, yp+q; X; X2; ... ; XI) 
= V (1)(yl, y2, yP+q Xil Xi2 
Xie+ I-q; xI; x2; ... .; XI). (8.11) 
(ii) If f + p 2 m, then V vanishes. 
Proof. Assume that f + p < m. Given (Q + 1- q)-tuple I define 
its complement to be the (q - 1)-tuple J = (i1, j2, * , Iq-1)' where 
I < 1 < j2 < ... < U q-1 < } and 
{il, j2, ,,i q-1} U {il, i2, ..... ,if+l_q} = {1, 2, ...... , f). 
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For each such tuple I define a multi-linear map T(,) E SK, where K' is 
the (f + p + 1)-tuple (1, 1, ..., 1, k', k2', ...,ke'), kj' = k + I if 
i E {il i2, ik-I } and kj' = kj otherwise, by setting 
T()(Y; .y2 . . yp 1 . 
V(yI) y2 ss ; , Xil , Ji I 2 
-V(Y, Y2, yP+lXlXi2, . ., Xq-;Xl;X2; . . .;xf). (8.12) 
By (8.10) and the fact that V is skew-symmetric in its first p + q 
arguments, it follows that T(,) has property Pl. By Lemma 7.1 and 
Theorem 7.2, there is a W(I) E AC+P+l (0 SK such that 
T(, (flY ; ;y+; ;2...;x 
- W'(f)(Y, Y2> . . ., yp+1, xl, X2, . . ., X{; X1; X2; . . .; Xf). (8.13) 
On account of (8.12) and (8.13) and the fact that W(I) is skew-symmetric 
in its first f + p + 1 arguments, it follows that 
W yl 2 yp + l Xil 
,Xj2 ... j-,Xl is... ilq 
X' ;X2; ... ;Xf) = sgn(I) V(yl, y2..., yP+,Xjl,Xi2, ...xi- 
; ... ;Xe), (8.14) 
where (iI, i2, * q i-I) is the complement of (iI, i2, .i., -q) 
and sgn(I) is the sign of the permutation determined by the f-tuple 
Ul 2, 9 .. jq-1lg i1 2q .. 9 *,et+l-q). 
Now define V E AP+q & SK by 
V(yl Y2 .p+q; XX; X2; ... ; X e) 
=V(yl, y2' .'yp+q; XI; X2; ... .; Xe) 
- sgn(I) W(J)(Yl, y2 yp+q Xil, .XyP .i ... Xil+ I-q; 
XI; X2; ... ; Xe). (8.15) 
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Then, on account of (8.14), it is easily seen that 
V(Y1 Y2, *.. yP+'XJ,iXJi2, ... Xiq-;Xl;X2; ...;XI)0 (8.16) 
for all integers 1 ' iI < 12 < ... < Iq1 - C. With this result at our 
disposal it is a straightforward matter to arrive at (8.11) by induction 
on q, with p + q constant. 
When q = 1, (8.16) states that V = 0 in which case (8.11) follows 
directly from (8.15). Now assume that the lemma is valid for q replaced 
by q - 1. Equation (8.16) implies that V satisfies the hypothesis of the 
lemma (with q replaced by q - 1) and thus we can infer from the in- 
duction hypothesis the existence of multi-linear maps V(YId2,..i,) E 
AC+P+2 (0 SK-eit, where t = C + 2 - q, such that 
,V(y I y2 .. yp+q; XI; X2; ... .; Xl) 
_(Y' Y, V yl y2 . Xi Xi2. 
I il <i2 ... i <,, (i2.-i)(Y , . ..y X 
XlI; x2;...;Xl) 
If for I = (i1, i2, ..., ie+l-q) we define U(I) E Ae+P+l (0 SK by 
u(J)(YI, Y2, . . ., . . 
= 
v V *(Y1, Y2 ..., ye+p+l p 'Xit 1;Xx2. .X) 
It-if+l1-q 
then this equation for V becomes 
V(y1 y2 ... yp+q X X2 .. X) 
- ) U (y1I y2 ... , yP+q, Xi1, Xi2, . .Xie+l-q; 
X1; X2; ... ; XI). (8.17) 
Since the right-hand side of this equation is in the form of the right-hand 
side of (8.11) we can combine (8.15) with (8.17) to obtain (8.11). This 
completes our inductive proof of (8.11). 
Finally, if C + p 2 m then the above argument can be repeated to 
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conclude that V = 0, provided we use Theorem 7.1 in place of Theorem 
7.2 to conclude that T(I) = 0. D 
In the particular case where q = f, equation (8.11) reduces to the 
form 
V(yl, y2 ... yp+; X; X2; .. ; X) 
e 
= -l V(j)(yl, y2, ..., Yp+f,Xj;XI;X2; .; j=1 
where each V(j) E AP+e+l 0 SK-ej. In coordinates this proves that if 
the components of V satisfy the equation 
Sym Sym ... Sym VO102 ..paIa2 .eAIA2 .. A = 0, (8.18) 
(AI,a) (A2,a2) (Ae,ae) 
then these components can be expressed in the form 
C 
VaIa2 .ap+eAIA2. Ae = L Sym vI 2 .ap+(a'1AA2. Ai Ae (8.19) 
J= (A1) 
where Aj = (ca11, a2, ..j., ajki) and Aj' = (aj2, j . , 
Note that the components of V are skew-symmetric in the indices 
aI1, aZ2, ..., Cip+e and that the components of each V(j) are skew- 
symmetric in the indices ala2, . ..-, a!p+ ajl. It is now a relatively 
simple matter to characterize those sections of P(U, Qkrs) which lie in 
the kernel of i. 
LEMMA 8.5. For r 2 1 and r + s c m, let Er (u, krs) and 
suppose that &(&,) = 0. 
(i) If s 2 1 and k 2 1, then there exists an indexed collection of 
forms pjB E r(U k IrSl s-l) such that 
@ = A dxB,- A dt. (8.20) 
(ii) If either s = 0 or k = 0, then w = 0. 
Proof. Assume k 2 1. Let w be given in local coordinates by 
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1yA WiAi2 i"Alr dxAll A dXAi2 A ... A dXA ir 
- 
.. rci I2 ..cis 1A A2 r 
A dtall A dta2 A ... A dtas 
and define the components of *w by 
'I'Y***Ar - 1 Y1Yl i2 ... i2rf2 ... Os 
where t = m - s. Since 
WdAIA2t2 . .. AdA 
iX WAl r X2I3X AXA . . IA dtal A dta2 A ... A dtar 
A dt'l A dtO2 A ..A do 
'y 12 
'yp 
a I 2 
...arf32 
~... OsA IA2...A 
__ [* ]RI^Y2; Stpr s . .,2 * irO I 02 * * *aX A2a2 
... XrA a x 11" r1113" 1A x' 
r 
X 
EY1Y2. .Ypap+lap+2 ... /m dtaP+I A dtap+2 A * A dtam. 
P! 1112... lr X A1a1, XA202 ..XrArair 
Ey1y2.."YPaP+ Iap+2 ... amdtupI A dtup +2 A ..A dtumf 
where p + r = t, it readily follows that 0(cl,) = 0 if and only if the com- 
ponents of *&w satisfy the equation 
Sym Sym ... Sym [*)]7'Y2* i'Ypa1a2 0.rAjA2 = (8.21) 
(Al.,ae) (A24Y2) (Ar,Oer) r 
Consequently, if we identify the components of [*w] with a multi- 
linear map V E AP+r 0) S(k.k.,k), then this map satisfies (8.18) (with 
f = r) and hence the hypothesis of Lemma 8.4. If s > 0, then r + p < m 
and so, on account this lemma, the components of *w can be expressed 
in the form (8.19), i.e. 
[*c ,]72.t2. . IA2 A. r r r1y2. yi a1A2 
... A (8.22) j=1I( A1j) 1j)1i2.4I'  
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where the components of each V(j) belong to r (u, Qk?) and are totally 
skew-symmetric in the indices 'yl, '2, **, 'Yt7l1. Equation (8.20) can 
now be derived from (8.22) in precisely the same way that (7.58) was 
derived from (7.57). If s = 0, then Lemma 8.4 asserts that *co = 0 and 
therefore X itself vanishes. If k = 0, then A = Al which, by Theorem 2.1 
is injective when restricted to go". D 
Therefore if -1 satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 8.3, i.e., if i/(a7) = 0, 
then on account of Lemma 8.5, there exist (assuming that s ? 1 and 
k ? 1) forms piB such that 
= pB A dXBO' A dt. 
Since a2 = 0, the forms piB necessarily satisfy the equation 
(ap B) A dXBOX A dtX = 0 
and hence the next step in the proof of Lemma 8.3 is to derive the 
implications of this equation. 
To this end, let K = (kl, k2, ..., ke) be an f-tuple of non-negative 
integers and define AKrs to be the space of multi-linear maps from E K, 
where IKI = k1 + k2 + * * * + ke, to r(U, (lkrs) which are symmetric 
in their first k1 arguments, their next k2 arguments and so on. Thus, 
if X E AKrs, then in terms of the multi-index notation described at the 
beginning of section seven, 
x2; . ..;X) = O,AIA2 A,XA 1XA2 ... XA 
where each component 0A1A2 *-Ae belongs to F(U, Qkr,S), i.e., 
A A. A WAIA2 2 A,eBIB2 Br. d 
co W~~J1J2 I ,012 .s d BIill 
A dXB2l2 A * A dXB rA A dt2 A ... A dt0s. (8.23) 
Note that when each ki = 0, AKrS is simply r(U, lkr,), i.e., 
Aors = r(U, akrs). 
Now for r ? 1, s ? 1 and k ? 1 it is necessary to introduce a 
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certain subspace of AKr,s, to be denoted by OKr,s. This subspace con- 
sists of maps c E AKr s which are of the form 
e 
(X1; x2; ..;Xr) = P(t) (X1; X2;...;X A Xyd) 
+ P.B(x1;x2***.;X) jAdxi A dtO, (8.24) 
where each P(t) E A K-S, (assuming that kt ? 1) and where pjB - 
pi1 2 k-1 determines an indexed collection of maps pj belonging to 
A4r-1s-1 by 
p(XI; X2; fX+I) = P B(xl;x2; ...X)*X 
As a matter of convenience we shall let OKr 0 be the zero subspace of 
AKr, 0. When K is the zero-tuple, AKrs = r(U, Qkr,s) and therefore 
0Or,s = { r (E (U, Qk's) = PjBA dXBgj A dt , 
where pjB Er (U, lk r-l,s-1)}. (8.25) 
Consequently, Lemma 8.5 can be reformulated as follows: For r ? 1, 
k ? 1 and r + s c m let w Er (u, flrks). If w belong to the kernel of i, 
then co E 0Ors. 
LEMMA 8.6. Let r ? 2, s ? 1 and f + r + s < m + 1. Let 
P(t) E AK7-et for t = 1, 2, ..., e and let pjB represent an indexed collection 
of maps belonging to AKr- I,s- I. If these maps satisfy the equation 
e 
p(t)(X ;x2;... ;Xf)A(X,tdta) + pjB(X1 ;X2; ... ;Xf)AdxBAdto = 0, t= 1 
(8.26) 
then each P(t) E o,s-tf and each p; E O(r!S1,where 
pj (xI;x2 ;Xf+1) = pjB(Xl;X2; . f).XB 
Proof. The proof of this lemma closely parallels that of Lemma 8.5. 
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Indeed, by repeating the kind of calculation that led to (8.21) it is 
possible to show that (8.26) is equivalent to 
E Sym [*p(t)]1Y2--Yu+rtA1A2 A 2. ABiB2 Br +1 S (1)t+r 
t=1 A1j.. rr t=i 
. SymL[*p Btf]>17Y2 Yu+rt AIA2 AeBl---BtlBt+l---Br (827) 
iy t JI..itlt jt+l..iJr Bt 
where u = m - (r + s) and where [*P(t)]-I: and [*PjB] represent 
the components of the duals of P(t) and pjB, viz. 
[*p(tI~172- *Yu+r+iAIA2 * At' * *AeBIB2 * Br J1j2 J ir 
- 1 7172 * *Yu+r+I 0. pA2 A.' AteBIB2 * Br (Sc) (t)jlj2 ...ir1I62- ..s-l 
and 
[*p .B] 71Y2 *yu+r+lAlA2 * AeB1B2 * Br-I J J1J2 --Jr-I 
1 Y172...Tu+r+1102 ..-s_ipBeAiA2-..AeBIB2-..Br-1 
(s - 1)! 11112 ir-10102 s-l 
Equation (8.27) can be written more succinctly with a slight change of 
notation. Specifically, if for fixed values of the indices jl, I2, . * jr we 
define 
V772SY2 *yu+r+iAiA2 * At' * *Ae+r 
|[*P(t) I 172 *'*"Yu +r+ IA IA 2 - At'- * *Ae+r 
if t = 1,2, .. ., e. 
_ 
1 ( l)t+r+f[*PAt']Y1Y2: -yu+r+iAiA2 ..AeAe+l ..At-lAt+l .A+r 
r (- 1) i`Jt-e il it-e-lit-e+1 Jr 
ift = f + 1, C + 2, . ..., ,+r, (8.28) 
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then (8.27) becomes 
r 
Sym V(7722 "yu+rt AIA2 A...A A + +, (8.29) 
From this equation it is possible to obtain a single equation involving 
only one of the maps V(t). For the sake of simplicity, let us isolate the 
last one, viz. V(f+r). To accomplish this we symmetrize on the indices 
{'Yu- e+I+j, Aj } for j = 1, 2, ..., e + r -1 in equation (8.29). (Note 
that this step requires that e- 1 < u, an inequality which holds by 
virtue of the assumption that e + r + s c m + 1.) Since each V(t) is 
skew-symmetric in its first u + r + 1 indices, the first e + r - 1 terms 
in (8.29) are eliminated. This results in the equation 
Sym Sym ... Sym Sym 
('Yu-f+2,A1) ('Yu-f+3,A2) (-Yu+r,Af+r-1) Ae+r 
.4 172--- Yu+r C e+rA1A2 Af+r-iA'Q+r 0 
This shows that V(f+r), when thought of as a multi-linear map be- 
longing toAu+r+l 0 SK, where K is the (C + r)-tuple (kI, k2, . . ., k, k, 
. . ., k, k - 1), satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 8.4 with p = u - f + 1, 
q = f + r and f replaced by f + r. Provided s > 1, then on account of this 
lemma (in particular, equation (8.19)), V((+r) can be expressed in the form 
.- 
l e+r I I 
v( 72) '' 'yu+r+ IA IA2 *+r= W Y1Y2--Yu+r+10at 2A IA2 t' * *Ae+r 
where W(t- represents the components of a multi-linear map belonging 
to AU+r~2 0g) SK-et. Due to (8.28) this leads to an expression for [*PjB] 
from which it is possible to conclude that pi E0 (K k1) . When s = 1, 
Lemma 8.4 implies that V(f+r) = 0 and hence p7 = 0, i.e., pj E r0 O) . 
A similar argument also shows that P(t) E 0K-et C: 
LEMMA 8.7. Let co E OKrs, wherer 2 2,s 2 l and f + r + s < m. 
If aw = 0, then X = ap where P E OKr-1,s 
Proof. Since co E OKr,s, it may be expressed in the form 
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e 
(X'; X2; ... .; Xf)= p P(,)(X'; X2; ... .; X) A (Xat A dta) 
+ pjB(xl;X2 ;...;X)AdXBiAdt (8.30) 
K-e (K, k -i) 




(a)(X1; x2; .; Xf) A (Xat A dta) + (apj )(X; X; .. .; X ) 
A dXBOj A dtO = 0, 
from which we deduce, by Lemma 8.6 that (aP(t)) E OK+,-e and 
(ap1 ) E(K,k) 
The proof now proceeds by induction on s. When s = 1, the fore- 
going analysis implies that aP(t) = 0 and apj = 0. On account of the 
exactness of the complex (u(U, Qk*), a) we can now conclude that 
p(t) = aP(t) and pi = aj,, where P(,) E ArK-e0 and 
(K E Ar2,0 . (Note 
that this latter conclusion is false if r < 2.) Hence equation (8.30) can 
be rewritten as 
)(X I; X2;.. . ;XI) 2 (a-(t))(X1;X; . . .;X ) A (Xatdta) 
t=1 
+ (apj )(Xl;X2; ...; X) A dXBOAdt 
= a[8 P(t(X;X2; . . .;XI) A (Xatdta) 
+ PB(Xi; X2; . .;X)AdxBti Adt( ]. 
Since the expression enclosed in brackets defines an element of OKri, 
this proves the lemma for s = 1. 
We now establish the lemma for a fixed value of s 2 2 by assuming 
its validity for s replaced by s - 1. By virtue of this assumption and 
the remarks made at the beginning of the proof we can deduce that 
aP(t) = aP() apj = aP 
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where P(t) E K.-et and p, E O(K,k )l . From these equations we obtain 
the relations 
P(t) = P(t) + Ax(t) and pi = -i + ax,, 
where X(t) E Ar-I,s-I and Xi E Ar-24l1. These now yield, on substitution 
into (8.30), the equation 
x 2. X ;Xe) = a[1(XI; X2; . .X)] 
+ 12(XI; X2; ...; XI), (8.31) 
where 
v 1 (X1; X2; . ..; X4') = S X(t)(X1; X2; . . .; X") A (Xt'dta) 
+ j(XI; X2; . ..; X") A dX ,O- A dtO 
and 
(X1;X2; ...;Xt) = 
- 





+ PB(xl; X2; *. .. X") A dXBOi A dtO. 
Note that 71l E OKr-I,s. Since X is a-closed, it follows from (8.31) 
that fl2 is a-closed and therefore fl2 = a83, where 3 is derived from fl2 
via the standard Poincare homotopy restricted to the variables xU, <2 .. ak . 
However, because p(t) E K-Zet and Pj E o(K l,kL)l it is not difficult to 
conclude from the homotopy formula for r13 that r13 E OKr- .s Therefore 
O = a3-, where Tr = 
-1l + fl3 belongs to OKr-I,s. This completes our 
induction proof. D 
Proof of Lemma 8.3. Let us first assume that s 2 1 and k ? 1. 
Let 1 Er (U, Qkrs) and suppose that 0(a-q) = 0. Since a-q Er (U, Qkr+ is) 
we can apply Lemma (8.5) (with r replaced by r + 1) to conclude that 
a-q is of the form a-q = pjB A dxBO' A dtO where P.B E F(u, Ukrs l). In 
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view of (8.24) this proves that a-q E 0r+1,s. We now apply Lemma 8.7 
to the a-closed form a-1 to deduce that a-1 = ap, where p E 00r-1,s, i.e. 
a- = a(pjB A dXBO1 A dt ) 
where p.B E r (u, fkls-k1) From this equation and the exactness of 
the differential a, it now follows that 
X= a + pB AdXB A dt, 
as required. 
If either s = 0 or k = 0 then by Lemma 8.5 the equation A (a-) = 0 
implies that a-q = 0 which in turn implies that -1 = ar. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 8.3. D 
Remark added July 26, 1980. 
At the time of writing the following papers which deal with the inverse problem were 
unknown to us. 
Dedecker, P., On applications of homological algebra to calculus of variations and math- 
ematical physics. Proceedings of the IV International Colloquium on Dif- 
ferential Geometry, Santiago de Compostella, 1978, pp. 285-294. 
Lychagin, V. V., Contact geometry and non-linear second-order differential equations, 
Russian Math. Surveys, 34 (1979), pp. 149-180. 
Santilli, R. M., Foundations of Theoretical Mechanics I: The Inverse Problem in New- 
tonian Mechanics, Springer-Verlag, New York (1978). 
Telega, J. J., On variational formulations for non-linear, non-potential operators, J. Inst. 
Math. Applics, 24 (1979), pp. 175-195. 
Tulczyjew, W. M., The Lagrange differential, Bull. Acad. Polon. Sc. Ser. Sc. Math., 
Astron., Phys., 24 (1976), pp. 1089-1096. 
Tulczyjew, W. M., The Lagrange complex, Bull. Soc. Math. France 105 (1977), pp. 
419-431. 
Tulczyjew's work provides another solution to the global inverse problem for dif- 
ferential operators defined on the infinite jet bundle of P. 
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH AND UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
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